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7.

RUSSIA^

The non-©£gression pact betvzeen Geiraany and the
U^S..S-.Il, of August 1939

still in force^ yet the Geiiman

authorities in Poland had included J&ns, of Soviet citizen

ship. in general, measures, against the Je^» This, provoked
the intervention of the Soviet Embassy in Berlin in

Febriuary 19Ai, with the result that TOEEivI/i2€^ told the
Soviet diplomatic representative that the going of the Jews.
tcL the Warsaw Ghetto would be allowed and that the Jevvs

of Russian nationality would have four weeks to straighten

out their affairs, and that the confiscation of property
belonging to^^viet citizens was prohibited*. In cases where
u confiscation had already talcen place, an investigation vrould
4-0

b© carried out.

The Foreign Office and especially the defendants wOERiAiM^'j

'^TEISSAEOI'CER, and Irdi-jannsdbr.ff obtained, a copy of' the report
on that matter. (KG-1328, Exhibit Ro. 1728^ Document Boole
6t,. page 59). The initialed copy of UOERT-iAL^N is the one
f^hich was produced in evidence.
Even at that time the Foreign Office was not sincere

^ vouchsafing their promise. The promise to investigate the
^a-wfuA confiscation: of property belonging to Russian Jews
not intended seriously, since the report indicated that

'confidentially".
the re-oxamination of all confiscations^

of Jewish pzoperty, vrhich took place summarily
Would, of course, be veiy difficult.

"Principally Soviet citizens sha.ll be permitted
to talce along their properiy« It still has to
be clarified to v^hat extent this can practically
be carried cut," (ibid, pogo 59)

(Also see NG-'1514, Exhibit No. 1729#
Document Book No. 6l)

-194-

A few weeks prior to GerraarQr^s irrvss ion of the Soviet

Union, the Reich Minister for the Occupied Eastern. Territories
submitted to the Eoreign Office a draft concerning the
definition of the tem "Jew" in the Occupied Eastern

Territorios. On the i1 th of May 1942 Rademacher was in

a position to state that the position of the Poreign Office,
with regard to the definition of a Jew has been accepted and

that only anti—JewisJa measures, a^inst foreign Jews, of
Rumanian, Slovak or Croatian nationality would be taken^ These

limitations, Rademacher, remarked, are to be applied "until,

further notice," (HG-48ZfB, Exhibit No, 1730, Document Book

Kg* 6l, page 62) «.
Rademacher submitted this memorandum to State Secretary

UEIZSAECICER (VffiI2SAE0I'^3R*s initials arc on the document),
through Under State Secretary Luther, also to Under State

Secretary •VJDERMAMT, with UOEEIvIAEN* a initials also on the
document..

If no answer was given v/ithin 9 days, it was assumed
I'

"that the Poroign Office approves of the draft."
(ibid, page 62)

f.

In May 1942 the decree concoming the definition of the
term "Jew" in the Occupied Ea&toni Territories was finally

drafted with the suggestions of the Poreign Office included^

(ibid, page
Dr# Leibbrandt of the Reich Minists^ for the Occupied
Eastern Territories informed the various government depart

ments of the Third Reich, includiiig the Reich Poroign Office,
of the ordinance concerning the definition of the t^-xm "Jow"»
It T.7as discussed in a conference on January 29, 1942 in v/hlch

it was es^resaly stated that this definition is necessary
'• •

v.,'
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in order not

"to leave the decision as to whether or not a

person is a member of the Jewish race in the
hands of the Connnanders of the Security police
and the SD ♦#»" (Ibid, page j€)

That, I)r« Loibbrandt pointed out, is a-

"predominately political aspect." (ibid, page 76)
It could not be left to the Security police and the SP.

The systematic planning of the measures against the Jews
were again confin^ied. First, the group of persons to be
q^xaalified as Jews had to be defined, prior to the actual execution
of the measures the varioiia departments of the German Govern

ment, including tha^^oreign Office, discussed from many angles
in detail the olaaents of a definition whioh led to a clear

determination of v/hat was a Jew and what was not a Jew. The

Foreign Office participated actively in this delineation.

;*

The measures against the Jews were recognized to bo of greatest
political importance and especially of great importance in
Eiattora of foreign policy.

•'Jith regard to certain countries whore the Foreign Office
representatives had already succeeded in obtaining the consent

of these foreign governments, the Foreign Office had no

objection ta including Jewish citizens of the respective
countries in the ncasuros against the Jews.
r-.W

Thus when the German troops marched into the territory

of the U.S.S^H* every st-p of the plan to exterminate the
Jews had been moticuloualy planned.

The reports of the Einsatzgruppen, which were discussed
in on earlier part of this brief, reveal the ferocity and
brutality with \7hich the Nazi estormination machine was. sot
-196-
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In motion.^ (kO—2651; Exhibit JTat 1731 I NQ-2652, Exhibit No» 1732;

H>-2653* ilxhibit Ea» 1733; iro--2654> Exhibit Ecu. 1734; EO-2655j
Exhibit Eo^ 1735; EQ-2656-, Exhibit Eo.^ 1736; EQ-2657> Exhibit
Eo. 1737; :M)-2658j Exhibit 1738; Ea-2659, Exhibit Eo» 1739;

ED-2661, Exhibit Eo.. 1740; EQ-2662, Exhibit. Eov 1741).
On the controlling end of that nachino snt the

defendant WEIZSAEGICER;, his staff in tho Eorei^ Office,
including the defendants. WOEHi-'IAEM, Irdji.amEdorff , and
later SIEEEG-RiCHTandRitter'., andVeccennayer , wha>

together with the leading officials of the Reich Main

a.eGurity Office, fed into that esteimination machine the
human materiaiL to be extinguished and liquidated under the

praject heading "Einal Solution of the Jewish Question"#.
With full loiov/lodge of the monstrosity of the crime as

revealed by tho reports submitted to the Foreign Office

in regular sequence, the defendants mentioned above

and especially the defendant I'i/EIZSRECI^iEH, jaantinuod to
s

attach the seal of approval to measures v/hich they Imew
meant tho minrder of .millions of innocent people, men,
womon and children-
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g, B.XTIC COUNTRIES

The anniliilation of tho Jews in'the Baltic countries was oxo-

cuted by tho Einsatzgruppon and local anti-Jewish forces. However,

tho Foreign Office bocoQC connected v/ith these ruoasures, because
certain national.s of other countries had been included in the oxtcmination*

On the 5th of .^pril 1943^ the Foreign Office roprcsentativo
Tvith the Reich Coninissionor for tho Eastland inforj-iiod the r.iain

office in Berlin that by sono nistake the Suprcauc Conixarndcr of tlie

Security Police aiid tho 3D in tho Eastland had not follov/od in all
details the instructions as set forth in a carcul.ar of liarch 2nd.

However, tho local SS cororaander iiriaediately proiaisod to correct tho

iaistakc rgid to give to tho exciaptod Jews an opportunity to return

to their horac countries. (NG-2652-(B), Exli, 1618, Doc.Blc. 60-.^,
page ll), Thereupon tho Foreign Office representative inforiaed Ber
lin that

"Since,- as is knovm neny thousands of the locrJ. and
Goman Jov^s hav«-; been shot in tho course of tho

action in the area of Riga, it is q_u^.stionablc

whether any Jews could bo used for tlie purpose of
oxchonoing th-jia vfithout tho executions buing used
abroad against us. It Vfould hardly bo possible

to fill the quota with these Jews, v/ho arc to be

oxciiangcd frou the Eastland." (Ibid, page 12)
Minister 'Jindcckcr, the representative of tho Foreign Office in
the Eastland, bluntlir vircte to the For^uign Office that tho liqui
dation of tho Jc;7S in the Eastland v/as a natter of comon Icno-wlodgo

aiaong the Gcrnaiis in tho Eastland, The Foreign Office reprospntative

interpreted correctly tho aiias of his dopartr.ient v;hcn he argued th.'\t
the few ruLiaining Jews who night, bo cohsidcrod for exchange pur
poses were not suitable for such an oxch.-uogo, since they wor^ dangerous

witnesses to the atrocities, waich wore cloaked with the terninology ,
"Final Solution of tho Jewish Question," The infornation obtained

through ''j'indccker was no surprise to tho Foreign Office, as tho trcat-198-
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.

mont of the Jcv/s in the Eastlond was "loiotm to the Foreign Office,"

(NG-2652-(D), Exh. 1619^ Doc,Bk. 60-E, pas- 13).

:;^v
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9.

SIOVAICIA

Ihc efforts of the German Foreign Office to get the deportation
started in the territory of Gorman occupied Czechoslovakia and more
particularly^ Slovakia, met tvith outstanding success,

A number of

measures had already been prepared in December 1939

when with the knowledge of "/ffilZSAECm and

August 19iiO

a Jewish advisor

had been attached to the Slovakian I'lLssion (Pros, Ex, 3653ji NG-i;399,
Doc,. Bk, 99 B, p. 6).
In September 1914-1 the defendant ''-''EIZSaECI<ER received official in

formation that tho nev/ Slovakian anti-Jewish laws, 7/hich wore about

to be signed by tho Slovakian Council of 'Unistcrs, were
"in thoir effect upon Ihc JGWs,.omuoh more severe
than tho prevailing GGrma.n Nurnberg lawso" (Fros«
Ex, 1633, NG-ItU09, Doc. 3k, 60 A, p, 68).

The defendant vroEIDIANJJ was also informed of the success of "Gorman

foreign policy" abroad,

'

However the Foreign Office v;as skeptical as to whether or not

issuing of decroes and laws against the Jews would solve the Jewish

problem in Slovakia, First, VIEIZS/lECKER's subordinate, the representative
of the Foreign Office in Bratislava attempted to conclude an inter

state treaty between Germany and Slovakia, for tho deportation of Jev^rs
of Slovakian nationality. On the l8th of April 19ii2 Ludin, the Gorman
IHnistor to Slovakia, reported to the Foreign Office that such a

treaty v/ould not bo necessary, Tho defendants TOETdl/iMT, Srdmannsdorff,
and Ritter received copies of Iho telegram from tho Gorman Ambassador in
Slovakia,

Tlio property of the ovacuated Jev^s who had boen Slovakian citizens

up to this time v/ould not bo claimed by the Reich, By Juno 19ii2 how
ever the deportation'of tho Jev/s from Slovakia had reached a deadlock,,,
'Because of clerical influence and tiie corruption

of individual officials, 35^000 Jews have received
special consldoratiohs, on the basis of which they

need not be deported," (Pros, Ex. 163^, HG-UI;07 A,
Boc. Bk, 60 A, p, 71),

Dudln requested a directive and informed tho Foreign Offico,
-200-

particularly 'ViEIZSAECKER, V/OEIFG-I/iNNj Rittcr and Erdnannsdorff, that the
evacuation of the Jows was very unpopular in wide circles of "the

Slovakian population and that Minister President Tuka, 7/ho vdshed to
continue the deportation, obviously met Tdth opposition in his ovai
cabinet and therefore

"requests strong support by diplomatic pressure

on the part of the Reich."

(ibid. p. 71)p

It was TSIZSiiECKER, who in reply to this telegram by Ludin, sent
the confidential instructions to ahnbassador Ludin in vhich ho suggested
certain moans of pressure for the continuation of the evacuation of

the remaining 35^000 ^Jows in Slovakia.
the consent of

This is vrhat ^'/EIZSASCKER, with

comunico.tod to the German Embassy at Bratislava:

"In reply to your telegram 992 of Juno 29, you can
render the diioloraatic assistance requested by Mini
ster President Tulca by stating on occasion that the
stopping of the deportation of Jev/s and particularly

the exclusion of 35,000 Jews from deportation re
ported in your tele^am vfoiild maxe a very bad im
pression in Germany, particularly since the previous
coopGration of Slovakia in the Jevrish Question has

been much appreciated. - YJEIZSiiEGKER. " (ibid, p. 72)
The expression, 'hado a very bad inrpression", was crossed out by

I'/EIZS/kECKER himself and replaced by the words, "cause surprise

Thus,

using an even more refined vford for this maneuver of pressing the Slovaks

to deport their Jews.
/

The terminology of the defendant 1-/EIZSAECKER, while so refined in

Its expression, was most effective, I'TEIZSiiECKETi knew that the more
mentioning of German dissatisfaction would suffice for the desired
effect.

There were numerous instances v/hore I'EIZS/vECICSR had to inter-

foro personally in order to got things straightened out in Slovakia.
Dr. Bulik, a former leader of -the Slovak ethnic group, had diss-ppcarcd and the Slovakian ^'anbassador informed ^''.'EIZSiiECKER of it in

August 19ii2, (Pros.

1636, KG-liii03, Boc. Bk. 60 A, p. 73). An

inquiry was made through the defendant TrOER!t»!, initialed by "V'.TSIZSAECKER, and the Slovak .Imbassador In Berlin was advised that Dr. Bulik

had died of pneumonia in concentration camp J.'Iauthauson on the 3rd of

January, Erdraannsdorff o.nd Fatter were likewise informed of the fate of
-201-

ikkJrk..
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•

Dr. Bulik,.

!Ihe deportataon of the Jews from Slovakia is an example of the
/

f^nT^ectinE 1*016 v/hich the Foreign Office and particularly the defendant

VJEIZSiiECKSR played in the initiating, planning, and execution of this
criminal'undertaking,

"The decprtation of Jev/s in the year 19lj.2 was
carried out on order of the Foreign Office,"

(pros. Ex, 1637^ NG^2865; Poo, Bk, 60 A, p.
77 - Affidavit of Hans Elard Ludin),

Ludin personally received this order in the year 19l;2,
^*1 rancmber that it stc.tod in this order that

the Slovalcian government be requested to deport
Jews livinr in their national territory.

At

the borinning of 19l;2 about 60,000 were deported
from Slovakia to Poland,

iiftor the Putsch in

the year 19hit- another vast number of Jov/s was
also deported. As I know from statistics there

were still about 30,000 Jctts here," (ibid, p. 77)
Before vJIlIZS/dllCKSR left for Rome in the year 19U3 he had the

,

satisfaction of the fact that the deportation of the Slovakian Jevfs

was underway so that ho could even "discuss the money arrangements to be

made with Slovakia (Pros,

C-280, Doc, NG—^108, Doc, Bk, 20)4 d)„

In the summer of 19li3j under the State Secretaryship of STSEKGRdi-CHT,
the defendant Veesenmayer was dispatched to Slovakia by his superior for

the purpose of promoting the final solution of the Jewish question in
Slovakia.

The Foreign Office not satisfied with the speed mth which

"the Slovaks were deporting the remainder of uhe Jews in Slovakiaj there
fore Veesenmayer repeatedly hdd to oaU. Tiso, the Slovakian State
President

'in order to influence him unofficially to

bring about a speedier solution of the Jomsh

question in Slovakia," (itos. Ex, I639, NGh7h9, Doc, Ek, 60 A, p, 82)

For one reason or another, the Reich Foreign Minister had decided
that he did not official.l y want to press the matter on Tiso and therefore
Veesenmayer acted in a so-called "unofficial capacity".

The defendant

STEENGU/i-CHT was not only informed of the pressure tactics used with
regard to Slovakian Jews during tho.t period of time, but communication

given to the Reich Foreign I'.tLnister was duly approved by STCENGRiXHT,
-202-

who initialed it,

(Pros, Sk, 1639^ .NG-U7U9, Doc. Bk:. 60 A, p. 83),

Vcesemiayer was successfia in his 'Unofficial" attempts to obtain

•the consent of the Slovak Sba.te President regarding the speedier de
portation of the Slovak Jev/s,

"In December 19U3

Veesenmayer called on

me in the embassy and informed me that by
special order of the Peich Foreign Ifinister
ho was to "Visit the Slovak State President

. J

with the object of deliberating ivith him
upon the fur"fcher deportation of the Slovak

Jews,

Thereupon I (Ludin) secured for him

an audience "vuith the Slovak'State President,

After his -visit to Dr, Tiso, Dr. Veeseruixayer
repor-bed to mo the result to the effect that

the Slovak State President had agreed to the
proposed date, the 1st of April, Until then
the rcmaininr; Jei^s not ha-ving the exceptional
status gronted by the State President wore to
be deported,..

-'i!

"In auirrnier 19UU I can recall, upon being re
minded, that Dr. Veesenmayer asked mo in writ
ing to present a petition to the Slovak gov
ernment to prevent the entering of Hungarian
Jev/s into Slovak territory, I passed this re
quest of Dr, Veesenmayer on to the Slovak gov

ernment by means of a verbal message,"

(Pros,

Ex. I6U0, NG-l82li, Doc. Bk, 60 A, p. 86, Affi
davit of Hans Elard ludin).

The affiant Dieter blaliceny confirms the acti-vity of Hibbentroj^'s
and STEEUGrUiCHT's representative, the defendant Veesenmayer, regardinrr
the deportation of the Slovakian Jews as fcllovfs:
uS far as the solution of the JeiYish question
in Slovakia xs concerned, I knov/ that the Foreign
Office was dealing vath this ques-fcicn and was in
volved in it. ^'hile I was working In Slovakia
various decrees came to my notice, some of vhich
wore signed by Secretary of Legation Rademacher,
and some by Secretary of Legation Thadden, I
rf.

know that the connGction went from Obersturrabann-

fuehrer Bichmann to Rademacher and Thadden.

^"hen

the Tuka government decided in "taie year 19ii2 to
deport Jev/s from Slovakia, Eichmann v/crkcd out
the condi-tions for deportation for official chan

nelling to the Foreign Office.

"Qie Foreign Of

fice then informed the Tuka government of "these
stipulations in the form of a note, which stipu
lations it accepted rathout rosorvation. The de
portation was then carried out on "tliis basis, and

soiriG Jgv/s Y/ero deported "to Lublin and some to
Auschwitz,,.In December 19U3 Veesenmayer came
to Bratislava.

On this occasion he had nc come

to him, at "the time I was official advisor on'"the
Jewish question "With the Slovakian government,
and demanded from me specific s"ba"bistic da"tia
about the Jews still li"ving in Slovakia, There

were still about 30,000 Jews in Slovakia, and
-203-
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VGesennaycr demcjidGcl informG-ticn from me as to
the progress of the deportation. At this^
Veesenmaycr went to Tiso and reproached him
about the matter, saying that the deportation
of Jews was not proceeding in a satisfactory

manner, and demanded that this be rerac'died and
stricter measiorc-s adopted, Tiso'promised to
comply with Veesenmo.yer^ s demand, Voesenmayer
came'at -that time by order of the Foreign Of-

fice, " (FTos*-Ex, l638_^ NG-2867, Doc. Bk, 60 A,
F. 79).

Vecsenmayer himself stated in his pre-trial examination, that he
undertook these missions on order of the State Secretary (Pros, Ex, 174

Doc. 2905

, Doc. Bk, 4 B p.49 )•

^Vhon in 19UU VoesGnmayer orgahizGd the man-hunt against the Jews

in Hungary, a number of Jgv/s of Slovakian origin tried to save tiicir
lives by escaping to Slovakia, The local Slovak Logaticn as well as
the Slovak Tlinister of the Interior roquostcd from the Hunr-arian

govcmmont "the release and repatriation of Jews of Slovo-k nationality",
which gave the Hungarian government the impression

'

•

"that the Slovak govex'^nment and especially the
HUnister of the Interior have adopted an atti
tude which is fundamentally opposed to the

solution of ihe Jewish problem".

(Pros, Ex.

1642, NG-2563, Doc. Bk, 60 .A, p. 92),

Veesenmayer on the 3Dth of June 1944 reported this situation to
Berlin,

STBENGR.'.CHT, Puittcr, and Ei'dmannsdorff were .among those who

were informed of tne now development,

Veesenmayer suggested

"that pressure be brought to bear on the Slovak
govornnont demanding that they indicate their
fundamental disinterestedness in Slovak Jews in

Hungary,

This would much facilitate operations

here and would also clarify matters vis-a-vis

the Hungarian govcrnmGnt, - signed, Voescnmayer, "
(Ibid, p. 93)«

Reich Plenipotentiary Veesenmayer was informed by a telegram of
Juno 14, 1944 that the Foreign Office had no objection to his meoting

the Gorman Envoy Luclin in Bratislava, capital of Slovakia, to work out,

together with Ludin, practical proposals for the troahaont of the
Jewieh problGm in Slovakia,

Tliis was done under the suporvision of

STEENGR/lCHT, and with the ImovTledge of Erdmannsdorff i

Ihe document

was found in the personal files of the dofendarit 'Veosenmayer, (Pros, Ex,

1643, NG-2829, Doc, Bk, 60 A, p. 94).
-204-
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On the l6th of Jxine 1914; Veesenmayer urged the Foreign Office in

a telegram to take further drastic steps against the Jews in Slovakia,
"In view, of the fact that the Jews there too

represent most undesirable elements for poli

tical and military reasons*" (Pros*
NG-2261, Doc* Bk* 60 A, p* 96).

l6UU,

A curious situation had developed, T^lhile until March 19^ 1941;
numerous Jews from Slovakia were fleeing into Hungs-ry, three months

later the Jews from Hungary v/ere fleeing back into Slovakia.(ibid, p, 96).
iho Jews, struggling to save their lives, Vtrere running back and forth
like trapped animals*

VJhile deportation measures v^erc in full sieving in

Slovakia, they fled into Hungary, and when a new man-hunt started in

Hungary, while in Slovakia there was a temporary let-up, the Jews ran
back to Slovakia,

Veossnnayer, in an effort to guarantee the final

solution of the Jewish question, proposed that in both countries the
measures should be of equal severitj?" so as to discourage the Jov/s from
attempting to escape*

Ludin and YcosQTmo.jor v/erc to vfork out a comnon plan of action

through a mooting in Bratislava,

."imbassador Hitter and numerous other

officials of the Foreign Office wore kept infomod of intensifying moves
against the Jews in Slovakia and Hungary,

State Secretary STEENGHulCHT, who had discussed tlio natter v/ith von

Thadden, agreed in i^rinciplc v/ith the measures to bo taken and requested
that the proper coordination with the Personnel Division of the- Foreign
Office should be insured, so that, if cocessary, an appropriate docrce
could bo prepared (Ibid, p, 97).
At the beginning of the action in Slovakia the defendant .1112-

S^JCCKEA was the key figure in the final decisions to bo made, ^^ftor

1, 19i;3, the defendant STEEHOPuXHT took his place* -s.11 the learling

officials of the Foreign Office, including the defendants VfOER.iiM,

Hitter and Ej,dmannsdorff, wore kept informed of the criminal actions
prepared and carried out against the Jews in Slovakia.

The defendant

Feesenmayer played a decisive role in the last phase of the actions
c-gainst the Jews in Slovalcia as German Flonipotentiary in Budaaost,

The

measures agadnst the Jews in Himgary had direct repercussions for Slovakia
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The defendant Veesenma;^'er initiated drastic acticns against the Jev/s
in Slovakia in an effort to coordinc'.te his OYJn criminal, actions in

Hungary tvith those effectoated by his colleague.in Slovalcia,
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CRO.ITL.

The cxtcmina.tion of the Jg:vs in Croatia was controliod end

supervised by uiaiZS.^KDit. and VfCEHIiJ®!.

ViEIZS^dUClSR, vjith tho

assistance of VTOERliii[\Ij uado tho decisions on what ueans of pressure

should be enploycd against^ the Croatian government.

These nen also^

in close cooperation v;ith their staff uonbors Luther and Hadomachcr^
and Tdth tho RSH.;^ fixed the tiiuo-tablcs for the dealing of death
to tho Croatian Jews.
PEIZS-*ECIJi]R and'T0LRILJ3N also "took care that tho obstructions

placed in the waj'" of the deportations by tho Italian adoinistrators
wore

ovcrconc.

Tho decisive role which tho defendant T.EIZS;jilCIO!lR played in

decisions regarding deportations can bo soon fron a note signed by

Radcnachor and Luther, subiuittod to 'EIZS-'ECIER, and dated October

28, 1941- (NG-1S2, Bxh, 1627, Doc.Bk. 61, page 25)- ^.t the sai-ic
tiiuc this note is a clear cxaaple that tho decisions on. the Jovdsh

deportations wcro i-iado by lEIZS.JXlliR -:nd UCLRiiUI^ in closest
cooperation vdth Luther in the Foreign Office,
In this note RadCiUachcr inquired whether lEIZS.ECiER would be

willing .to have tho Slovakion and Croatian Jews included in tho de
portation of the Geri-ian JoviTS to Poland. Ho iUentionod to bffilZS.JSCICR
arid

that the Croatian/sioval:ian govcrnacnts vrauld nost certainly not
object to those deportations since

"thoy thej.is.-lves have taicon actions of an
cxtroaely severe nature against tho Jews...

"To both govorniiicnts the strong sugges'oion shou3.d

be made that th.-iy recall their Jewish nationals
froa Gcnaany or that they dologa,te the Goriuons
to deport they.i bo ghettos in "l^ho Last.

•'' ?"-•;^'••••;'"

i-'" •

'•'

"Herewith subaitted to State Secrctaiy

•''

via Undur State Secretary Luther with a request
to rualce a decision." Signods Radeaac.ior

(Ibid, page 25)
This docuaent, as indicated, v-ias suhioittod to lEIZo-ajCICER, Tfdio
added in his oi'jn handwiting next to the •'.'jorcis "for decision", tho
-
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note n;^rcod'S follovvsd by
and on the left
hand side in lEIZAJiCIER's handwrittag is another note which reads :
";jLso to Undor Stato Snp-nof ^

^

t^.

•

a.

(illegible), to the Dirlgcnt
Din
Law,"

•rhc inx-Gia-ls ox ^'D.hESj.u® arc ?Aso on tho doi'-umont end then the
words in LLIZoJJ^CiCR's hand.vriting ^

sabniitted to no."

The proccdaro therefore was the following. Thu Legation Coun

cilor Radcmcncr nade drafts subiiittcd those suggestions inr.iediately .
to his superior, Luther, Luther passed the proposals up to LEI&d.JXiSR, who asked other dopartrients, such as y;0ISiLj®'s Department

and ..ilbrccht's Legal Dcpartr.iont, to talco note and agree bj initialing.
If no objections vzore raised, then

himself made tho final

decision "agreed", fhoso 'agrocds', approv-as or signatorc.i undor
these docuiienos wore tne signatures under death vfarrants when Luther
and Radomach.r i;crc informed of ^ho consent of kDIZaJilCIhLR only tho
operational ang.lo roinaincd for their ovm action,
.. few days later RaGcr.-ia.cher reported in a secret meiiK)raxidui i to

Stumbannfuohrcr Lichniann of the SS of the decision to v/hich iKI;!-

o.JjC.HE had agreed, with other Jiienbors of the Forci^^n Office, in
cluding '!O.JC:.Mu Radcnachcr added:

""Te shall give you further informa.tion on this
matter as soon a.s wo ha.-vo received word froi.i

tho above govcrnr.ients." (Ibid, page 26)

..t the saj-ie tii..io the G^^rr.iaja embassies in ;^ram and Bucharest
^'jore mfomod of -LliuS.mieiv-jR' s decision, as to v/hich Jews should bo

included in tho deportations, -'iid instructed to- discuss the iiattor

with tho foreign .government, (Ibid, page 27),

Troublo_ with_Italy^
The doportc-tion of tho J-m/s from Croatia encountered certain

difficulties in the Italian sphere of influence in occupied Croatia
Croatia, had in principle consoiitcd to the evacuation of Jews by
allovjing the deportn.tion of 4-5,000 Jews from the second zone

„
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occupied by the Itadians. .. doportation, in the opinion of Luther,
unich could onl^ bo carriod out vdth Gennan holoj
'^as complications a-o to bo expoctod from the
-talaans. To caro in possession of real facts

\/hich prove that Italian authorities opposed
Croatian j^ioasures in the interest of v/ea] thy
Je-./s,''

lK"G-3560, libdi^ 1715j Doc. Bk. 6l^ p^.go 29)
Tno Italian Chief of 3taff of the Iiostar region In Slov-lcia. had
to3.d the Gori.ians

"that, it is incompatible -dth the honor of the
Itali.an :.rm;^- to tal^E moasures against the Jews
as it had be^n requested by the O.T. (German

road construction organisation" (ibid,, page 29)

The Foreign Officc_, hoi/ovorj. vjas v/illing to taico a chance and
to start even mtliout the liali-an consent, the deportation of all
the Jevjs in Croatia.

This QOi:iDi-andaiu, dated JiJj 25, 1942, was tranaaittcd to Ribbontrop, via ;.SIZ3;jiC:i.R and boars irhIZ3_i3CICR's initials.

it was rccooaondod that tho Gcrnan .jubassador in Horio, .uubassador
von ^-nckensen be hoard in addition. Before the measures sot forth in

this ^-ieaorandur.i iTcrc put through^ ilackonsoni s viewpoint was to be
heard, (ibidj page 3I), hllzaJSCKER agrln initialed the docuu-mnt which
g'.vo Radeeiachor the authority to act.

Tho Gori-;an ambassador in Rome, Ilackcnson, answered in a tolo-

graie, datud Octobv^r 28, 1942, distributed to the deft^ndants ' T^IZBllG IH,
HIxTjiiR and -.RDllilN.3D0IlFF indicating tho success ho had vfith the

lurlion govoriiiiicnt "which is now vdlling, in accordance with Goneany's
plan bo arrest aJl Croatian Jows and put thorn in concentration cad:ps"

(NG-5747, S:di. 2777, Doc. Blc. 204-..).
•••he Gor.nn aiebassador in 'a tclograi-i., dated January l6, 1943 (found

in the lilcs of the 3tatc oocrctary with tho initials of the defendant
furthcrruore proves that the defendant

iSIZo.XCUR was

continuously kept infom-iod of the activity of j.a,ckensen, his ambassa

dor and fri^..nd in Rome, in pressing the Italian govormuent to follow

Gori.^yis anti-Jowish policy (NG-5459, Exli. G-2S3, Doc. B-.
-

.
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On tno 20uh of ^^ugust I742 iiinistor Kc,schOj tho roprsontativG

in .igraiij uhc capital of Croatia had sent a secret telograu. in which
no roitGra-God that an agre^Licnt with the Croatian govGrn^:K;nt had boon
rGachdd regarding tho ovacnaticn of tho -Jows^ and tliat
^"Vfo asic that the Italio-ns issuo directives to

thoxr troops thoro^^ to assist in' tho execution
of tho.t moasuro. „

.

(i^G—2368^ IZ'Mi, a7l6_j "Doc.B;.. ol^ pngo 32)
On tho distribution list of this secret toD-ograia wore TiEIZC.iiCICiR. ilTTilRj and i'DGRiiiliJ.

Ro-ir wcolcs went o;- before a clariXico.tion of tiic situation could

be r^achod^ fho defendant RI'flBE vfas in touch with Hitler hiasolf and

y:M

the Fuehrer requested a noaorandun on tho aattor hy tho Genaan laLnistcr
iCasche in .^raai, so that he could discuss the :.iattor with the Duco

dircctl;-, (HG-31o5,

=. 1717, Dec.Bh, 61, page 34).,

"T--U3 tho correct diploaatic language is to
be arloptod so as not to'offend
nod -he
DucOo ..aschc niiascli.' is to br:uig the aeaorandui-i
to 3'-a-iin and to hand it over to tho Fuehrer
pcrsonallj'-d' (ib-.e, .,ago 34)

hv. ^nn-.v^ra^-es tho reasons wiv G>:3-.,..,j\y •nd led;'" should v/ork out
together a policy to their autual interest. The ncv/ Gr-.^-.t

o-

/

on ac,c.inst the Jovs had alroady Been Introduced in tho northern

par-o 01 Croatia, but not yet an tho southern parto Tho Ducc had al

ready oxprossod oncp his approval of the plan regarding the southern
part and tho local C.rcatian authorities are wdlitig to coopoi-ate.
Tho secret tolografu was Initialed by EITTFR and dated Soptotibcr
24, l^k2.

On the 14uh cf October 1942 tho Gerruun dnvoy in ..gra.e reported
to tho Foreign Office that tho Goroian Ecich 'rill rocoive frore the
;vJ
1

Croatian govorniuent 30 iiarks for each evacuated Jowr
"Froparatory aoasurcs for tho evacuation

of the Jews fron the zones occupied by
the Italians and confidential registrations
of all Jcvrs will bo carried out hy police
attaches."

(NG—2367, ddi- 1719, DocoBk. 61, page 39)
"i.indlj'- inform the Hoich imn .Security Office Pj
(Ibid, page 39)

,

.-v't
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VSlZS.'iZCISHj ?JTTER \'aCRliJ®r and ERDildJNSDOHFF recoivod copies
of this infomation.

On the 20th of October 1942 iascho roportod to the Foroi^ Office

in a secret telograi'i^ initialed by

and also distributed

to RITTdR, UOERIi.ATI^ and ^^liJJNdDORFF, that

"Lorkovic (tte Croafeda'j'oreign i"iinistcr) told ino
that the Croatian goverrunent v/ould point out
to the Italian govorniu^^nt that i t load agreo;:ients v-jith the Rv^ich concerning the deportation
of Jcv/s, according to which a"I T Jcv;s "v/cre to bo
deported froji Croatia- VJithout the consent of
the Reich Croatia could therefore not sijiplj

proceed to let cho Jov/s emigrate to Ital7. If
deportations to Italy should becoi.io possible
, hov/ever the Croats wo old have to demand the saiuc

conditions as they had agreed upon vd-th the R>^ich."

(NG-2S14^ Ibdi. 1720, Doc.Bk. 6I, page 40)
The German Eoroign Office enlisted the help of the Croatian
"puppet" government- The Croats, ev^n though rdlling to pla;^'" the

Gcriian gaiuc, insisted ho^;cvor on obtaining the property of the Jows
in Croatia, and in return in paying a certain amount of money
"per hb.ad" for Jev;s evacuated.

The Gorman Envoy reproached the Italians to
"ciuploy delaying tactics.

"Apparently our Embassy v;as incorrectly infon-iod
concerning the decision of the Duce, or else the
decision of the Ducc was disregarded by subordinate

authorities." (ibid, page 40)
Kasche then concluded by emphasizing that to hand over the Jov;s
to Italy
(fji'

"runs counter to the all European Jovdsh policy

for v/hich we stand. "

(Ibid, page 40)

Ilm agrcomont botvraon the Gorman government and the Croatian

govorni'icnt contained the stipulation that the entire assets of the
Jews becaiuo the property of Croatia- liic ^ucc had decided tnat the
Jews in "titG coastal zones were to bo treated in iiie same manner as _
^11 JotjTs in Croatia and idiorofore permission for the deportation of
the Jews from the coastal area should bo requested from the Italians,

-
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*'If however the Italians arc absolutely dotcnoincd
to participate in the Solution of the Jewish

Question in Croatia^ the Croatian govarnj:ient
agrees to allow the Jews to be deported, fron

the coastal zone to prevrar Italian territoryj
but on the saiue conditions under which they

•were bc.-ng evacuated by the GcrnanSj nanely^
that the Croatian states boconcs cmcr of their

property and that the Jews lose Croatian

citizenship*,." (Ibid, page 42)
The Foreign Office, after receiving this infornation fron Kasche,
- •"

>
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. "v.e in

inforned, through Luther, the Goma.n diplo/aatic representatives in
Ror.ie and requested then to rcnind the Duco of his agroerucnt mth the

Gernans 'which v/as obviously disi-egarded, according to the Gcri-uans,
by subordinate Itaj-ian authoriti^-s in Croatia, (NG-2366, Lxli. 1721,
Doc.3k. 6l, page 44).
Hoy/ever, this did not end the difficuJ.tios v;hich the Gernans,
encountered in Croatia v/ith the Italians. Kasche reported to the

Foreign Office by a secret teletype note, subnitted to, auong others,
iLlZ3..LC-JDE, RITTLR

and ElffliiiJNSDORFF, that the Italicns

refused to trensfer tiie Jews to Geri.iany. The opinion had spread in

Croatia that the Jews vrcrc put in concontration ca/jps through Gcn.a.n
pressure. (KG-2345, Exh, 1722, Doc. Bk, 61, page 46).
The locaJ. Italian authorities declined iiitcrfercncc of the Croats

or their participation in the cx«jcation of the ncasuros as well as

tno seizure of the Jewish property by the Italians. (Ibid, page 46).
Confronted \vith tliis lealia-n attitude the Gcrnan Foreign Office
representatives continued their efforts and in the end wore in a

position to report a "conplcte success".
-i-ho Foreign Office kept close contact vdth the Reich ilain Secu

rity Office in all phases of the dovelopnent of the situation in

Croatia. The defendants VEIZS.dlCIXH, YfCERIl*, ERDI.JIKSDORFF, and RITTSR
followed, each st^.p of the dcvulop.iont. The subordinates of '.LIZS.J^CICR
^ Berlin -.uid in Croatia carried out the policy cleared in Berlin.
Aiasche on the 4th of x.arch 1943 TJas in a position to pvrito to his
- 21£ -
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superiors in a socrot tolotypc (KG-234S, ibch. 1723, DocBk, 6l, page 47)
vjh_ch Y;as dastributod by ^dCIZaJUCIOH, that by tho ond oi the weolc

the Je^.vish action v/ould be coinplctod. Deportation vrould talcc placo
by districts in satiLLl groups of 20 to 150 persons. Special cars

would be made a,vailablo by tho Geman Railroad in ..grara. 2,000 Jews
vjGrc involved and police oscort vfas insured. (Ibid, page 47).
"The deportation -vri.!! be indepondont of the
delivery of per capita paynont and foodstuffs.
Please inform HSK^^. IV B SS-3turnbannfu^hrer

Sicln.iann,'' (Ibid, page 47)
..e

month later, on ..pril 10, 1943j the Foreign Office inquired

as to a report of the deportation iioasurcs and tiic status of negoti-e"'
ations with tho Ita3-icn offices in regard to tho Jews .living in the

Italian occupied zones of Croatia. (NG-2347, Sxh. 1724, Doc.Bk. 6l,
page 48).

On tho 22nd of ;.pril 1943 the Foreign Office in Berlin was in-

fomcd by .xascho that tho Jcvri-sh question has boon solved in Croatia

and that onlj'' individual cases wore to be cleaned up in the coastal

(.fev

regions«
•'The Croatian authorities have sho'.ai full under
standing for tho anti-Jewish ncasurcs...

'v-.i

"Difficulties aro presented by individual caS3S
of those Jo^js who come from tho outside to
Croatia...

"I have given instructions that in such cases tho

Joxis should be arrested by us and deported to
the Reich,"

(KG—2349, Ibdi. 1726, Doc.Bk. 61, paiiC 53)
-.ttachcd to this report of Lnscho^s is a police report, dated

^pril 18, 1944, signed by Holm, an 33 Obersturnbann Lca,dor. It con-

fimod that the 33 participated, in tho measures against the Jov/s In
Croatia and stat-.d:
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the Gornan Logaiion^ by v/.sy of the

Foreign Offico, had been notified of the
plan at,hand," (Ibid_, page 51)
The responsibility of the Foreign Office in the deportation of
the Jews frou Croatia is clearly sho'vvn by this evidence,

3y JifLy 15^ 1943 on3.y SOD Jews remained in concentration camps

in Croatia, "raostly TOmen and children," (NG-24133 Kxli. 1725j ^oc.
Bk. 61, page 49). The Foreign Office through Thadden requested that
measures be taken inmediatcly for the evacuation of these romainifl©.

BOO Jews to the East. (NG-2413, ^xh- 1725, Doc. Bk. 61, page 49)

•

-
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11. SSP-BIiV

Iji the late simir.ier of I9J4I the German Foreign Office started the

"liberation" of German-occupied Serbia from Jews, gypsies and other un

desirable elements by concentration camps, deportation and liquidation.

The defendants r.^EIZSiEGKEU,

Veesemayer, Ritter, and Erdaanns-

dorff participated in the various phases of this policy.
On the 8th of December 19Ul a secret telegram signed by Veeaenmayer

who was on a special mission in the Balkans was sent to the Foreign

Office, and distributed to ""'."SIZSiJiICKER,

Uitter and Erdmanns—

dorff, informing the Foreign Office of the necessity that
"at least all male Jews be placed into custody."

(Pros, Ex. I71U, HG-33SI1, Doc. Bk. 6I, p. 3)
Tlie number in question, for whom a concentration camp v/as being built,

was ostinated at 8,000.

The defendant Veesenmayer suggested to his

superiors that these Jews bo placed outside the country as quickly as
iDosslblc and deposit .cd on Roumanian territory.

"I request your creating the necessary prerequisites

with regard to getting the Roumanian consent." (Xbid,

:

p. 3)
The document carries the note 'Is being taken care of through

^TOEPJiJW." (Ibid, p. 3)

Five days later the Foreign Office ajiswered the defendant Veesenmayer
in a note which was submitted to VfOEPJidfi^, via State Secretary TUIZS/^CKER,

informing Veesenmayer that the Reich Foreign Minister held the trans

portation of the 3,000 Jews from Serbia into Rouraania unworkable,
'^ome other way would have to be found. " (ibid,
P+ U)

On September 11, 19I{1 Luther after having secured ihe consent of
vOERILi.NW's and Erdmannsdorff's Section Pol. IV, who signed the document

before dispatch, instruotod the German Legation in Belgrade that the
deportation of the Jews to foreign territories 'Is no solution for the

Jewish question." (ibid, p. $), It was suggested that the Jms be
placed in work camps and used for necessary public works. It was fiirther
announced that this decision had been made in agreement with ^^03^R"Ti;NRte
Department and the matter would bo handled in the future through Depart- 2:5 -

... «• *4*WrJvSrtfltoife

ment Deu'tschland* lTOER!vL.'dJIJ himself initialed "the documentr#

A feiv days earlier "^he Political Division IM of •-TOERfuiNN had re
ceived a secret teletype from Veesenmayer and Benzler in which it was
urged that

"a quick and draconio solution of the Jewish

question in Serbia'is a most urgent and practical

necessity." (Ibid, p. 6)
Since this was a second .cable, it was bUIZSAECKEU^s duty to take
cognizance.

Veescrmiayor requested directives from the Roich Foreign Office in
order to bo able to put "utmost pressure" on the German JUlitary
Commander of Serbia, who disagreed with Veesenmayer.
Veesenmayer indicated that he did not expect any resistance on

"the part of ihe Serbian government or the Serbian population.

Ho

suggested that the Foreign Office enlist the aid of the Reich Fuehrer-^S
by inducing him to
'issue an identical order to the Chief of the

Einsatzgruppo of the Security'' Police and to
the Standartenfuchror of th9 Security Service,

Fuchs. " (ibid, p. 6)
The close cooperation which existed between the Reich Foreign Office
and the Reich Fuehror-Ss cannot be shovm more clearly.

The Gorman

Military authorities in occupied Serbia resisted a "quick and draconio

solution" of the Jev/ish question in Serbia. However, the Foreign
Office representatives and the SD and the SS made common cause against

the iirmy represGntativGS during certain phases of iho anti-Jewish policy
in Serbia.

On the 13th of Soptcmber 19Ul Radcmachor, a liaison man between the

Foreign Office and tho RSI-L'.., reported the answer of that agency. The
urgent request to deport 8,000 male Jews from Serbia to either the

General Government of Poland or to occupied Russia met with considerable
transportation and other difficulties. Ho v/as desperate about a
possible postponement of the action against the Jevfs, which would have
been against the office directives. However, Eichmann of the RSH;V de
clared such a deportation impossible for the time being and proposed

to tho Foreign Office to initiate shootings of the Jews. (Ibid, p. 8),
-
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On SGptomber 28, 19hl the German Legation in Belgrade again
cabled to the Foreign Office regarding the,immediate deportation from

Serbia of the male' Jey/s, reminding the Foreign Office of its promise
of assistcince in having the Jews and also the Free Jfeisons shipped some

where dovm the Danube, or to concentration camps in Germany or Poland.
"An immediate solution of tho Jewish question is

from the political viewpoint at present the most
important task hero, and is a prerequisite for
beginning to eliminate the Free J'lasons and tho anti-Gorman intelligentsia.,,

will have to cope Td.th tho rest of tho Jews,
about 20,000, and their family members, As far
as transportation problems arc concerned the
simplest solution seems to be to put them on an
island in the delta of the Danube...I have boon

informed that this procedure has been successfully
adopted for the deportation of the Jews from

Czechoslovakia," (ih^os. Ex, 17lUj Doc. Bk. 6l,
p. 11)
"Together with Vecsenmayer I ask j'-ou urgently for
your assistance in this mattor which is the first
prerequisite for a lasting appeasement for which

v-re are all striving." (ibid, p. ll)
Luther and the Department Deutschland carried on some of the

correspondence regarding tho Jcv/ish question in Serbia, and it should
bo noted hov; stop by stop he referred to directives ho had obtained

from above and, on the other hand, informed his superiors, incluftlng
the defendant vrEIZSi.ECICER, of the developments in Serbia regarding tho

Jews.

Thus ho submitted to h'SIZSiiECIOUl on 2 October 19Ul a secret

note, which the latter initialed, summarizing all the important details
of the Sorbia.n situation.

He complained that the Military Com.;iandcr

of Serbia did npt seem to develop the ncccssa,ry energy for his task*

'It is my opinion (Luther reports to b'EIZSAECKEn)

that the Itllitary Commander is responsible for tho
immediate elimination of those 8,000 Jews, In
other territories other military commanders have

taken c-arc of considerably ii^rcater numbers of Jews

wiiiiout even ncn-tioning it, ' (Ibid, p. 12)

Luther then informed EIZS;.EGKEA that since the Military Commander

of Serbia is such a failure, ho requested from "SIZS..FC.'.Ku authorization
for discussing this question with Obcrgruppenfuchrcr Hoydj^ich,
^vho will be cx^ming to Berlin from Prague for^va
few days, I am convinced that in agroemont with
him 7/G will very soon arrive o.t a clear solution
for this question, " (ibid, p. 13)
- 3ll -
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Luther received the ansvfcr £cora his superiors that the Hoich
Fuchrer-SS

'be contacted immediately and the question be cleared
whether he cannot also take over those 8^000 Jews, in
order to deport them to Eastern Poland or some other

place,"

(ibid, p. lU)

The Foreign Office considered the matter of the Serbian Jcv;s of

immediate urgency and Pademacher was sent' to Belgrade in October 19lil
on a temporary duty assignment.

The purpose of the trip was to find out

on the spot v/hether the problem of the 8^000
"Jewish instigators^ 'whose deportation has been
requested by the Legation could not be taken

care of on the spot." (ibid, p. 1?)
Rademachcr reported that upon his arrival ?'11nistor Bonzlor and
other German Legation officials told him that indeed part of the problem
had already boon liquidated on the spot by shooting 2,000 of "these
8,000 Jews -

"as a reprisal for attacks on Gorman soldiers,"

(ibid, p. 1^)
The German 15111tary Commander had furthermore ordered that 100
Serbs should bo shot for each German killed.

First, $0 Communist

leaders were shot and when they did not have enough Communists- "they

replenished the quota, by Jov/s

which wore then called Communist

1

instigators,

(ibid, p, 1$)

Radcmachcr continued in his report that

"during the discussion it v/as s"batod that to begin
with, there wore not 8,000 Jews, but only about
U,000 and only 3,^00 can bo shot. The remaining
500 arc needed by the Sta.to Police in order to keep
up the health scr-vlcc and discipline in the ghetto

which is to bo established," (ibid, p, 15)

Radomacher negotiated v/ith an "export" of the RSH'^ on "the Jewish
question, Sturmbannfuehrer IToimann, v/ho was attached to tho GGrncm
Legation, and v/as informed
"!•

The male Jews "will have boon shot by tho end

of this Week, which will solve tho problem mentioned
in the report of the Loga"bion,
2.

Ihe rest of about 30,000 Jews, women, children,

and old people as well as about 1,500 gypsies - the
male ones v/ill also bo shot - arc to be concentrated

in a ghetto in the so-called gypsy quarters of the
city of Belgrado, A minimun of food could bo
-200-
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guarantoed for the 1%'inter." (ibid, p. l6)
The Foreign Office official Turner, reported in addition that the
concentration of the remaining Jews in the ghetto was onlj'' a temporary
measure bcgp,use the ghetto was a center of disease and sho'ild be burned

dow^y

^erefore, the Jews and gypsies who are not shot for reprisais

will sooner or later be deported during the night to the Serbian island

of Mitrovica.

(Ibid, p. l6).

A Standartcnfuehror Fuchs believed

"local solutLon of the cntLro Jcvjish question is

possible,"

(ibid, ip. 7.6)

Puchs and "nimann, the operational experts of the RSHjV in Belgrade,
were according to Rademachor, in favor of a "local solution" and
Rademachor concluded that it would bo more practical to deal with the
'Specialist "'.'"cimann " on tho solution of the Jer/ish question in Serbia,
On the l5th of Novombor 19iil Radonachor

submitted a supplementary

note, initialed by Luther, to State Secretary *'SI2SiiECfCER, vrho initialed
the report.

To this note VfEIZS^dilCKER remarks on tho 22nd of November,

with his own signature, that tlio Foreign Office is the corapotent agency
for these deportations.

"The Foreign Office v/ill have to occupy itself with
the deportation of tho Jews from Serbia to other

countries," (Ibid, p, 20)
'•".'EIZS.vECKER adds that the Foreign Office officials should" not

'work on the operational sidd or tho measures,

, This was

to be done by the conpotont military and police authorities in Serbia,
In tho opinion of V.'SIZS.xECKSR, the Foreign Office is only

"responsible for the dcpcrtaticn of Jews to

other countries®" (ibid, p, 20)
Ry Docembor Bonzlcr called Radcmachcr, ini^dcating^ that the remaining
Jews of Serbia wore to be taken to a concontration camp, Somlin, in

Croatia,

Bcnzler insisted that tho Jews should bo deported to tho East

as soon as possible, but Radcmachcr replied te Bonzlcr
"that tlais was out of the question boforo the spring,
since at tlais moment the dcporto.tdon of Jews from

Germany is undorvray, " (Ibid, p, 2l)
Ihe sad story of tho fate of the Serbian Jews proves that "rEIZSi'^SCKER
himself regarded tho deportation of Jews from satellite ccuntrios to olhcr
-21^-
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places as "Uie ri{;htfiil jiirisdictiGn of the Foreign Office# Already m

Liay 1942 an interlin report oi the Foreign Office (Pros. Fbdit C-278,
/

doc. m 4440, Doc. Bk, 204 A) stated ii| respect to Serbia:
"There is no longer a
in Serbia,

prol^lein

"

I
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BlILOiiRIa

On the occasion of a reception by the Reich Roreign Minister

on November 26^ 1941* the Bulgarian foreign Minister Popoff

touched on the program of according like treatment to the Jev^s.

of all Europea:! nationalities, and pointed out the difficulties
that the Bulgarians, had in the application of their Jevrish lavjs

to Jews of foreign nationalities.. (Ex.. 1.455* EG—2586 J, IB 59,
p.* 15Q

In the course of discusaions about this problem in the

German Foreign Office, the German Legation in Sofia was.
instructed by a note of Juno 19^ 1942 which was. signed by
WEIZSMECICBR, "WOEm'i/iEN, BtdrrihfiS.adzlff,. by the latter's

Section IV, by the Director of the Economic Division and by
his Section IV, and by Luther and Ribbentrop..
This note instructed the German Minister in- Sofia:

"'If the question is put from the Bulgarian side
as ta whether Germany is ready to deport Je\T&

from Bulgaria to the East, the g_uestion should
be ansv/ercd in cho affiimative, but in respect
ta the time of the deporting should be ansvrored

Qvasively^" (Ibid, p». 137)

On April 3, 1943 a Foreign Office memorandum ms pre

pared by \7agner on the situation in Bulgaria CkG-418Q,
Exhibit No. 1790, Document Book Ear 62-B, page lO) , according
ta which the Jev/a of Bulgarian nationality wha- were livmg in

Germany wore subject to all measures Concerning the Jews,

including deportation to the Eastern Territories, (ibid,
page 4Q)

Upon German instigation Bulgaria itself had decided to
deport the Jews to the Eastern Territories and accepted Geman
help, in this endeavor.

-
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G-ernian
SS. Hauptstumfuehrer Dameckcr
has been detailed for this purpose and assigned

to the

police attache in Sofia since the

end of January 19ii-3* Iti® decision for the de

portation to the Bas-tem territories T?7as made
only after ddvers resistance# The Bulgarian
Minister for the Interior, for instance, iJTas
Tnn-rn -in favor of Concentrating the Jews in camps

within the country

(ibid, page IfQ)

There were large groups of persons in Bulgaria who wore
in favor of rcsottlcment and advocated emigration to
Palestine,

"Here the arguments are principally based on
humanitarian considerations. Only recently

a proposal was laadG in Sobranjo to cease the
deportation of Jews-, since the fate awaiting
them in the German Bastom territorioa would

' •'•V'ih

bo in complete •cantradiction; to the jaost
fundamental cm>rx3andmonts of humaniiy,"

(ibid,, page kA)

The charaater of these deportations was obvious for alf
roadora of this memorandum# VZagnor himself stated that these

deportation measures were considorod to bo "in complete,
contradiction to the most fundamental commandrAGnts of humanity"-,

yot ho "woni; on to repo2rt that, in spite of this opposition,

deportc-tion of at first 20,000 Jevs was ordered and carried
CEUt involving above all Jews from the Kerr Bulgarian area of

Macedonia (about 8,000) , end Thraco (about 6,000), most of
whom wore not Bulgarian citizens, v/heroas the Je-wa in old
Bulgaria in the main wore kept and allocated for labor#^
"according to the latest reports from ^

agencies in Bulgaria 7,240 Je^va from Macedonia
and If,2:1.9 from Thraco have already boon,
deported •»#" (Xbid, page 4-1}

By the end of May 1.9« V/agnor oxpccted the ooHplottoh
ot the action. By that tlr.io aTL Jctys will have lost thoix

. .V-

Bulgarian na.txonallty on leaving the oountiy.

.«

/ •
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vxte/in''

"S-Ubseguent conploto diainterestednosa on tb.e
gcurb of Bulgaria to\7ards the deporfceea^,

liiriite.tion of personal luggage to the nlnhrcun^
ec^luding alX veJ.uabloa^ and official'. aoi2aire
of property left behind_» exenption of persons
living in nixed ciarriago*. On the iTholOj the
deportation is progressiiig anoothly»''"

(ibid; page ii.1)

Por this specialized acrvice of the Third Reich^ the
Bulgarian govomiaent "was oalLed upon fox sone renumeration,
to Gomany*

"Originally tTO had envisaged a sun of 2.30 Reich

narlcs per JoWf Tzhich; however, the Bulgarians
considorod too hi.gh> i!}ven'uual.ly vro did not
pursue the natter further and aliolvod i t unbil-

furthcr arrangonents arc nador," (ibid, pago 2i.l)
On another page of this document^ also signed by
17agaer^ the transit cf Jewish children fron Rouncnia to
Palestine is nentionecl>

"'Tben these plcny booano kiioTCi the Gerrean Embassy
'in Ocfaa T/aa ordorocl to tr^^ to prevent thoao

tx.uuipoir'^j.'' (ibid, page l?)
l:i sp:.to of the proni-'^-os nod.o t,o the Gomans. that the

bransrex'ts woeld bo stopped,, 'lagiior learned that fron Bulgaria
•as. veil as RAna^iia enigrations. of Jcv-^a to Palestine v;ero In

p.rogress or p.^-^parabion-u I. person stationed .in Turley v/aa
dcnoi-neod by V/agne.r as. doa.lir.g with this Jenvish enigration

for his

personal gai'a>

V/agher also 3d.unt'ifiod a s:boar.icr frhich was. bo-Xig loaded
•»

vtj ta appcoxiontcly i pOO paaaongors, a'iSpoct.cd of being Jowa*,

I'ho nono of the steonor 'vis given as ''Oorsoiaad"' and anfornatioTi
v^is- given as to' the rotite the stoancr vrould takoo

The Poro3,gn Office socncd to have not wath sone aotoaoks

the ox6r;ution of the program in Bulgaria* ,fi ropoxb fron

Sofia -xi the sub,1ect: "Handling of "'^ho Jovnsh Problen",
'22^ -

signed by the Foreign Office representative Beckerlo and dated
June

'1943s asaured headquarters, in Berltd
"that v7e here arc doing everything iTithiii our
pov7er to arrive in a suitable mnner at a

final liquidation of the Jcvvish question*^"

(N0-'-*£357? Sxhibit ITo* 17-91 > Boounont Book.
'No..
page §2}^
The Beckerle report continued nentioning diffioultios
arising fron the

"nentality of the Bifigaricn people vrho are
lacking in the ideological e'iilighto,nno:.it vhiioh
our oun people cnJQy^ Having lived all thcii'
lives T7i.th iraenians, Groelcs end gypsiesthe
Bu?..garlanr; see no. harr.i in the Jew to Justi-fy
spooiaj. measures against hin<-. Since tbo
Bl'-garian Jev^. are mainly craftsmen and arc
frequently much more indristrioua, than other

T/orkers.1 believe the B'olgarian government
to be .right in approaching the problem from

different p.-.s.pools

(ibi.d^ page 4^^)

"I shall keep a:.i eye on the Joivish problem and
cndcavci" -Ho e.xpedito the solution a.s far as

possible since tho matter is bound up with
cci kncrerised atj-'ong'thonlng af our position
and is olosoly linlcod T/ith oin? v;ar aims ct *"'

(,r.bld» page 17)
A-ttaohed to this comnunication tho Foreign Office

rocojved a aoo7-ot report^ signed by Beckerlo^ addressed to

tho Roleh Bociirity Mala Office^ dated June 7y 1943^,
r-jcapi.t'u.abxng the v/ork on the deportation af Jews from
Bulgaria >.

On tho 5th of l.pril 1943 the deportation of the

fron Bulgaria had been in process^i, but tho Bulgarian goveirnent
pressed for laho.r aesignr.iont of the Jov/s in Bulgaria itsclfc»

In May 1943 certatij political .developraents in Bulgaria

gave tho pretext to resurxe the deportations and provided bhe
possibilities:
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'•(a) Deportation of all. Jots in Bulgaria to
the Geman Bastcm territories, for
reasons of internal security*

(b) Evacuation into the provinces of the
25;»000 JeTTS living in Sofia, in case plon

(a) cennot be carried out*'' (ibid, page 2^9)
Beckerio reported that the available police forces were

inadequate to carry out en effective raid on short notice; .
finally it T/as decided to adopt plan "(b)"- for tne tine

beings (ibid, pages 2t3/5Q)

Inaediately after the evacuation

of the JcT/s.

"the fumlturo and housing oquipnont of the
evacuated Jovzs frcn Sofia will bo

auctioneered imediatcly after ronoval from

the pTx^isoa*."' (ibid, page 50)
The report found Qncouragenont in the thoxrght that the

Jov/B. arriving in the provinces TTould cause the food prices
to increase Tjhich 3*n turn would increase anti-Jev/ish feelingi

(ibid, page 51)*. Ecr the evacuation of the Jer/s into the
BuD.garian provinces

"can onCy bo regarded as a tonporaxy neasuro
which must lead to the deportation of the
Jo->73 to the Eastern, ixirritorica*"

(ibid, page 51)

The Bulgarian population in Sofia had reacted strongly
against the C-erpan plms for the Jom«.

^'•>Iows o.f the neasuro of -bho evacuation, of
O'ows iri.to the piovlncos leaked out an

SofiT on 23 Kay 1i9l3- On 22^ Kay 19K3 a
s.

cons i.lGrablo nmber of dononstrators

tried to ranch to the Boyal Pnlacc in

order to protest

(ibid page 51}

iLccordlng to the plan., tho Jov/s were to be renovod
fron Sofia by the 7th of. Juno 19K3>- 3n view of tae
difficulties the Foreign Office reprosontative

....

.

-.

..

;'-':>5«;-r^
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"has Liade repeated.presentations to Prino
Minister Plloff »«» to deport all_ Jov/s to

the Eaatorn territories," (ibid^ page 53)
On the 24-th of June Boclccrle reported fron Sofia to the

Foreign Office in Berlin that the deportatioii of the Jeiva fron

Sofia into the provinces couJ.d bo regarded aa concluded^ and

that approrinately 20^000 Jq-tjs had been deported,. (lvG'-Q96^
1

Sixliibit KOo 1792, Doc-uraent Book Kcu- 62-3, page 55) » The general
situation in the proviiihea which Beckorle had predicted in his
report of Juno 7> 1943 had develaped to the disadvantage of the

Jowa whose presence caused food shortages and rent increases

alnost evei^^horoi (ibid, page 55) •- Thos he cou.Id state that
in spite, of a tcnporory delay in the neasuros leading tovrard
a final scluticn of the JoY^ish question in Bulgaria, future

events would constitute a springboard for further developnenta
in acoordanoo \/ith Gornan ains^.

These telograns fron Sofia to the Foreign Office were all
sealed natter so that" the uev/ State Secretary a?EEITG]:ia.OHT,, who

received ihea, had an opportuni-kr to dooido v/hether he should
ccntiiouo to pojrtioipafcc iu this nurdur scheno or not* STSiiIKGHi.CKT
dld^

The reproriontative of the Foreign Office in Bul.garia direct—
cd by h;.s headcuar.'te"" in Berlin, under the control of the

defendant Sll.yrMGilLG'H'x ,t was the moving power in introducing the
H'.garian gCYO-maont to carj.y out anti-Jewish noasures in
acccrdanoo with Goiiiariy's. plans«

The resistance of the Bdlgariaa paxiuilation vras qualified

hy tao Goipian. representative of the I-'oreign Office 5-n Sofia
as being based on lack of orlighterjaent* This .lack of

OTilighto:mont \r£.a not present fn the Goman Foreign CfficG«. '

'

On the contrary j tho leading officials of the Foreign Office

. -^rl
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^ero enlightenod enough to do aLl ttioy could to brSjig the

Bulgarian people to aee the light and consent to ha-ve their
Jens _deported.
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ROlTilUOil

The amihilation Ox the Hurianian jotts. started la 192^2. iji
• i'

G-onuany under the State Seorctaiyship of the defendant "iTEIZ—
,Vu

S/lSGICER,, He^ together with

and Luther, laade the

necessary arrarigcmonts with the Rureanian gOTomnent in order

to reoeivo Rumanian consent for those deportations* Gradually
Rumanian Jews, were deported to the Sast from Gorija^y and nil
Gerioan-ocoupiod territories.. But death for the Rumanian Jews.

to pursue then into even their homeland* How the Foreign

Office^, first under llSIZasBCiujlR and later under Srsrr±L'^CHT,
pressed the Rmianian government to comply with their toriiis for

the Jc-.Ts. of Eixrope is set forth in the ejxhibits of this chapter*
/

Qn November 13-, i94-1 the defendant '•vBIZSmSOrilR was infoniod

by the Go-rmon. Minister in Bucharest, Manfred von Killingor,, that
•feno Roumanian gOYcmmo.nt hod egrood to have the Jews of Roumanian
i^i;ionality lllo/iing in Gorrjon oooupied territo.ry deported to

ghettos in the East togotaer with tUc Gcman Jews.*

The docuaont in ev-idoz:co boars the initials of •vTEIZSi^EGIZSR,
-vTUs distributed to -JOERi',I/dTJ and j-rdi-^annsdorfih ar.iong others*

vLe--3990^ jTixhlbit Noo. i77Q.i Bocunont Book No«, 6^-3^ pago 1)*
On F3.bru\ry •\i ^ 192:R Luther through V/EIZS/lEGICEH submitted

0. nerxrar-du"-. -ho Ribbcntron,. rogarding deportation of the

-oixxnirxri. Jcwx* The Roijmanisea authoribios had carried through
•fejld-r.ai-' doportations of Ja\7s.into the -X'-oupiod Eastern

totrxtoriea. and glfred Rosenborg^ the Gcrroan Ii-Tinxstor for the
ilv

cicoupiod Eastern torx-itories^ h-ad, pb^Joctod to those unsyatemafcla
'Icportatj.ons^ pinoe the Jcreu \7erG turned over to the tTicrainotorrioo.ry whrch was under Ms .jurisdiction*.
"Espocially since the danger of the spread of
has Incronsed by the salo of the Jov/a'

^tloloa of clothing."
(FG-J.^31
fixhlbib 'Nor 1779>

Loouicont Boole Ho* 62-B^ pas's 2)
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Tho Eoiur-anians had duripad the Jovra into Gen,ie.n occupiod
Eastern territories v/horie they were liquidated and their articles,
of Clothing sold by the nurderers-i 'Ihc reference af Alfred Hosen-

berg to the appearance of the Jqvb.'- articles of clothing in Gemrn
occupied Eastern torritoricH cannot be explained othoiT7isG»

CGrtainly the Rounisniena did not deport the Jo^ to the Eastein

territories in order to allow the Jews- to carry on a clothing
businessa "Vyhat appeared on the Ulcraino narkot as Jevas' clothing,
could only bo that v;'aich was taken frou the dead bodies of the
Jews*

luther proposed to his superiors,, lncludh:g ^SlZSiECi-lPu,
\

that infl,uenco bo exerted so that the Eounanians doDorb

•

N

•'only if this has first been agreed upon in
adva;ioo with Generny through the regular

chQ-n:.icls via the Eoroign Office^" (ibid, page e)

i'ho Hoich Securiiy lialij. Office,, throiegh Eacbnann, rlso
protested agains!- the proneture deportation of the Rounanian

Oor,7s r.o -uhe Ulcrf.ine sinco at ijiterfcred -.;ith the deportation
of the -Tows frvn Go-cuan o-ocupied torritorya. lie sro.tud that
ahDu),d the deportation of the B.odr.ianian Jews, continue
''I an roserT-ing ra^^olf the right of scciirity
police neasures.>" (ibid, page 4)
''^ecuri.ty police Deesuros" fror.i the nouth of Eichnann

cordd o.o.'y h<;.v-o neant that ho was tre'eatering to kill the Jevja
ii:
•'\ •

OA the spot.j

On the 12-bh of Mcy -1942. the Eoroign Office ttcs inforuod

bhat the Ga-rnan Rnbar.sy in Eucharest was acitiaig in orcordonco
f^Lth instructions issued by the Foreign Office in Berlin»
-

vW,'15'.:;;.'!yV • •

^ a. bandvvritten note to tlviis docuiuont, it is stated:
"About 28,000 Jews wjro bro'aght to Goxr?im
vi..Uagcs i.n Tcan3n;7strla-> In the neantino

they-yrore liquidatodv" (Ibid, page 6)
- .823
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"his noto was initialed by Hador-iachor and dated the

i.8th of Mayo Section Pol IV of wOIitliidu'? received infomation.
copy»

On the "19th of May 1942. the nc\7s of 'the liquidation was ,
confirraed by a s.ec.rot report to the Foreign Offico«. The nurder
of the JoT/s jn reported s.iuipiy In the follovring vrc^rds:
considerable .portion of the Je'.7s in TransnyBtria

died

(ibid^ page 8)

On the 1.7th of August 1.942-Luther subultfced to

and WOER.AI'JJ^ a ncncrandun,; initialed by both,, giving details of

the ].aiost progress nado with regard to solving the Jewish
probleu in Rcunaniav. (Exhibit 1.7S0,j Hg—.1558^ Eocii.aunt Booj£
Ha.>

page i2)<.

lh.e RooraaTilan govor.xiont in Novoobor 19^1 had aga'ced ro

the doportat.lon of the Rowiar.ian Jews fron the Reich,, thus
pemitting G-orr.-iany to includ'-' tl.on in* the ncasurcs proceeding
in the Holch and In the accupioa Eastem territories* (EGr3558,,

Ixhib1h"Mo'[.'yao,. Eocjcent Booic No... 62-3;. page 10)..
fhc Hcuvianian. Oonsulf.bJS,. ho'weror. protested against the

neasur^s, assorting that they were in poisaession of contradicbcry dlfootivca and therefore the Rouvoanian Minister •in
B.cr.'..i-i Ir-nis^Ld-thai; the Rouiianlon Joits bo treate.i no worse

bban. tlxo Jc-7r< of obhor countries., for ins-';ance, Itaiy^

vSribno-.dani. end Hungaiy* Iheinupon the Ge.rDen Minister in
Bucriaru.st •. ICilli-iger- "•-Tas asla-d by the Forei^i. office in

BorJ.iin to claT-ify that qiv^sjicn with the Ko-xiaraian govcnxientn
The results -vcre as follo\-/a.:. The Rouvauiicn govcrnn--.nt rcpeabed

tliat it 7J0.S up to the &o:OTn gover-xaont to aubject the -jona
of Rovu-iani£.n nationh-li'iiy wc the GoiT.nn noasures aguina.. 'fae
Jews,- This pomi-';ted. orders v/oro gj.veii fco bho RSHij. to

continue the parbially interrupted noasures against the jo\;'s..
-

y^o "

m

,"r

iiji official of the Rour.ianlan govora:ii.ient req_uestGd; via the Geznan '
Legaoions to bo poiY.iitted to cono to Borlin in oinier to dincusa

with the Foreign Office the practd.caX execution of -che deportation
in Houinaniac. (ibid; pe.ges 10/11)»

Iho Roumnian govorment official thus acknowledged the "
conpetonqj'- of the Ijbroign Office in dealing with the deportation
noasuro-s in Ro.amnia and in G-o:nnany-.

Luther jnfomc:d ^ZEISSARGIOilR and ¥OERMilJIT and both aclaiowlodgod receipt of the fnfomation by their initiilso^

On the 19th of August i 542-Rintolon of Ribbontrop^a office
ropcrtod that

••1
"•the- political and technical preparations with
rugacd to the solution of the Jewish q.uestia.1
in Rounonia have been oonploted
so that bhe
o-yaoiiatioii traiisports
procood in the near
future t-e-i.
' '"'1

"Corubncrijig cpprojibnatel]^ on- 1.0 Soptonboi* 1942
ih is iintented to reriovg bhe Jews, from Rounania
jn cin.Tont tra-re^pert:- to the Jjuhlin sector,
vThc?.^e those fit for \roTl-: w3,."ll be allocated'

r.ooryrdingly. and -che renainao.ir wiiL be given

3.pocial trcatr.ven!; (^Bondorbon.u..'ilungi)
(-11- 33^^9, Exhibit Ke.- ^81., '

Bocuaont Book. KOo 62.
SlIso

page 13)

KT3- 3933. Loolc 9'/©;. p«-

According to Rintelon's connunication the distinction

bctT/con

f.li. for work (work Jj-Ta) and the rouaiidor; unfit
M J'

for \7o.rk^ is .oade cloa.r in its crmina,! consequenr-oaa- The ro~

na'indo.T^, unf.1t fo.n work,, wore subjected to "Bondorbehand3.ung"

1

(.8,pt">c:i.al Troa-iMonj:) ^ a torn which directly Lnpiles that they
v/07'0 beijig ph/sicalV/ G^tGmi'natcdo

O'hes docunont, rdgned by Rintelcn, was classified aS
•aecret Reich Mairl^or"^ the distribubion of which was handlA^d

the Foreign Office In the folloT/ing v/ayi
'hZben a telcgrsn exri vod at the Foreign Office
it was first sent fron the To3.ogran ControL
-• 23 f
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OffiCG to tho D<JCoding Oxfico for deccdingo
The Dfecodjjig Office nincographed the decoded
te.rfce AlL reproduced copies recoi-'-ed a rubber
stenp 'Secret Reich Matter-v To be treated as a
sea^.ed natterf > In the office of f;he State

Sec:f?etary a distribution list "was put on the
telGgj-ar.:3 with a rubber starip^ The State

Secretary checked on the distribution list
those officials who wore to receive copiea
of the teiogran.r. The office of the State
Secretary collected the copies destined for
the v<?.riou3 offices and iir-d then delivered

to then agartst receipt ccnco or several tinea
a day«. In case an official who v/as not
lasted on tho distribution l i s t was to

receive an.ch a telegron, hi.s narao was added in
handwriting_5 usually at tho bottom of the
distribution liat^ Officials other than

those chocked by the State Secretary on

"the distribution last,, could bo given copies
only on,orders of tho State Secretary

-.--k

"The recipient of each distributed copy 'w:®mrkod by a lino on the listc, Those officiuLs
wha also received the rospoctivo telegrex., coujd
bo pointed out by a check na.rk. Tho rociuiant,.
therci'^cro • kn.ov with which official'rs he could

tDlk about the contents without violating •
sxenrGov obligations-^

"Tho Stabe Socroraryc v/ho fLmediatoly received

a crrbon c:opy of a"l Inconing telegrams , could
crdxr ie individual oasor. that also tclogror.^^

v.tk.oh arrivod vrithcut being marked ' top secret'
wejx to bo treated as sjoi'ud matcer

hi i
Xrhibit No.

Tho Doeumnt irt--3i:.'391 Exhibit Noo 17^1 > Document Book

No..

was such a '-Socrct Reich Matter" ^ which came to tho

atto-afon of the doferdant liSIZaimlClTJR, v/ho, according to its.

contents and. inporban.co; decided upon its distribution^ Tho
Decuraenb in orldonco is neb tan

but one of the oopioa

which were reprooij-cod. by tho Docod.mg C)""fLoo of the i-'oi"'ci,gn

OfficQu

rubbor star.ip bearing the disi;.ribution. list of the

main dopv-rh^oots of 'bhe Foreign Office was marked on tho
l.)ft band side of the document and bears a check mark referred
to in klbricht'a affldaviti.
There can be no doubt tliat the defendant vfSIljSkECkdR haj^
„

• y ,"

..'•Hif'

-

Imowledge of this tolegrani:;, The fact that it is net Initialed

or aignsd by him v-s axplaieied by the fact that it is a copy sent
to Ministerial Dii'ector \7ielil. cf the foreign Office'a Sconomio

d.ivision who> maiked it ^ith bis initials j; on the right hand aide
uj? the docunentc

Thus ajfi precautions ha.d been taker that no legah or
poiibic^. claiira could arise i.n the opinion of G-erinan agencies

from the itiasa murder of innocent people.-.
Ihis report indicated that " prc-v is ions have been made that
$

these

YdiLl ix^se their nationality a.fte-r crossing the

idoumanian fiontieiv" (Xbid_^

13}"-

ObviousIp-j, the G-e.rman agencies did not Trust sh-a koijuanian
govexnmentc Possibly a later Rovmianian government mig'rw cla.im
indemnity for the muider oi' the Rcu-:nanian JevTSo. Therefore, the
G-oi'i-oan agencies vere careful to ha'vo bhese Je--7S decla.ved

stateless -jy ar. act cf the Rcjirania'i g-'^vemmsnt; in order to.
forestall, all possibt.e cdaira-s which an;;'- i?.i'.unanian government
could make reg^jriang these JeiTS-,
This proves bow carefully alX aapecb^i of Geimany's

pul.lcy &,ga3.rst the Jevva. v;ere studied by the -Tarious agencios

and that all_ possible prsoautio-is were taken in order to
avoid the ccrtaeq^uenaos of the crimes perpetratei»
I

On Au,^ust 20j 1942- tb.<.j conf-asion regarding the Roiurianian
Jews \7as a-lr.algbtened out;^ since the Rr-umanis.n authori-liias.
again al.lov/cd the go-'^emmont of the Reich to -cs.rry auh the

measures against the Roumanian Jot-ts*

"Oonseq^uontly the Foreign 0.f.fice has no dcobt
"chat the deportations v/hich were inte3?rupted

-
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:

to some extent 77ill be started anew and that
the Houroanlan Jews in the Reich and in the

occupied territories -vTill be included in the
anti~jQwish neasurcs,"

liUthor reported ^

the sane tine to the Geirnn Legation

in Bucliarost that

"I have requested the Reich Security Main Office
to continue the deportation «• s.

"If, on occasion, the argunont, which was. presented
by the Ro'jnanian Minister heirc, should be brought

up there, nanely that the Ro'xianion Jctts. must not
bo treated worse than the Jov/s. of other countries,

I Gsic you to point out that the Hungarian JevTS.

are being j.ncludcd in these raeasuros just as. has
been the case with the Croatian and Slc/alciaii

Jews. Up to date.. It yrouLd bo var-ong to nalco
further ocnparisons with other countries, since
this is part of the gradual accouplishi.:ont of a

-

general solution and because further negotiations

rega::niing this topic ore ponding." (Iba-d, page 1'6)

"I prosmio that the i,7orlc will proceed snoothl;y:

from now cm" (ibid, page 17)
Both dociments wore signed and initialed by Luthor»

^ho diapabob to Sic',.anann ar.d the Iruatraetion to Bucharest wore

oijLy dispatched ..after havir^g boon apprjved by Section Pol Ti
X'-

of v'TOSi.^IOTf who stated in his dirocT; eanmination. that ho
'r' •

assumed the rosponsibilit;^ for ants, of his aoctioiu
^-2198, Exhibit HOft 1782 ^

Document Book 3Io» 62-B, page 18)
Ca th-3 1i2th of Decemeer

the Gonuan xjebassador in

Buchato":!, who bed provio'.uUy laeisboi that ho xjvs doing
everythjuig in order to get tho Jowirh cic^ilor. sc;i''-od in

Rotmiajiia, ^nrdor the contr-cl of -the Poroigii Office, (IG—2195^
Bxhibit No,.1785, Document Book ITCo- 62®, pcv/e 19), ncvf
reported that ho had objected to Marshall.Lntonescu'a desire

to let 75,tOOQ to 80,000 Jff-ra. go to palostine and £yida»
"In Liy- qpinioixJ/Iarahall Imtonescu intends to icLIX
two birds wich one storj3s» On tho one hand, lie

wants to make the much noodod 16 billion Ley^
-

safe -

f

and on the othor hand, ho vTants in a confortablo

manner to get rid of a laigc nur.:ber oi" Jews.,
•who arc Qantjlng_ him difficulties in the field of
dpmegtio poiicjj Ho declinoa a radioa.''. measure

against those Jews ''.7ho- have not been proven to bo
Bolahevista

ti,

"I therefore T70u3.d 15,ko you to inform no at
an oaxOy data of the attitude of the I?oreign
Cfficoc Signed: Killinger»"

(WG-393b, ST-hibitNo^ 1784>,
Dcc\mont Book ITo» 62-©, page 23)
This telegram ivas distributed to MEIZSi^CIdlR, "VJOilRli'lI'lf,
Ritbor.. and

The docunont is initialed by

\7EI2aAECIvHlR.

On the 9th of January H943 the decision of the Roroign
Offioo was- reached and-sent by Luther to Killingor> Xt was
dispatched cnl;^" aftoj* having been approved by

V-two

sections Pol T\' oiid Pol VII

"The plan for the oiv-lgiation of Jo\-7S. to Palestine
and "gnria; as proposed by the local G-overnnent
OoLXiisslonerV should\bo prevented by al.l meansIt reprosonts oruLy a partial solution of -the

Jo-.7i--:li q.uGS-tiion, v/hich, 5n viow of oho gonorcJprln^'ipli-js, folj ov/cd by the G.jrmfin gcvornxient
D-n bhe ©luropoan scaution of the Jewish question.,
cannot 00 aooopbodn.

'•NG-PSOO. Exhibit Fp- 1-733^

Document Book Wop 62.—B . page 27)
Xg:a:ji on JIaroh
was

^ 1-943 the G-oi^can. Embassy in Bucharest

InfoL-ned that

•'emigration from countries allied with G-omany

cannot bo approve i by chc &orr.rvn govornment«-''
(m"-J;l84, Exhibit No.
Doji;r;ont Book No©

page 30)

Even Jo^.7ish chi.laron were e.iccl'jdod frcm bc'-ng savedo .rn.on

the Poroj.gn Office learned tliat 72 Jewish children had boon sh3,ppod via Poumania, Bulgaria and Turkey, that 270 Jewish
ehtlflran wore to follow* and that finally 500 Jcrwiah chilii-en

WQi-e to bo snipped iii tho sace ijiPajr to Paiostiiio, instructions
-

-'Km
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"CTore sent to the Ge^x'-an authorities in Bucharest,.

''PD.oaso do your utmost to prevent ^enisration
and transit shipments of Jo^7s oo ^Palusfino
and report about resultscv" (ibid, page 32)
iit the sane time the Gc;man ropresontativos in Sofia rrorc

infomed by the Poroign Office in Berlin to
" ?»• apposo these transports of jOTzish chi3.dren
in crv'ory possible v/ay and report on the results®"

(KG-4732,i Exhibit NOt. lySy^.

loGunont Book No.> 62'-B;s page 35)

^ ropresontative of tho Iri.'bornationa3. Red Cross had asked

/oitonescu to pemit the cnig;uaticn of Jews on shipping space nade
I

available by the Rod Orosa.v K^aiinger;, v/ho ^uamed about this

intorvontion cf the Rod Gross, requested tho Foreign Office to
, ^ ^j^structionsj which csiie be.ck promptly to tho effect that
giv
prcvonb tho Rou-.ianian govornnent frcn evacuating
T ^

-froTi RounaniU; even if th-j Inton-iatdoml Red Crosa

the J ew- ••

1-. 1-rir.viif>h
shoui.u
X)oe\xi3n.-t

Bock

the necessary shipping., (l^-3?8y, Exhibib Ro:. 1788^.

pogos 3^/37)

fj^he defendant SlSlI\rGRhQHC was Infomed of tho situation and
Pcr^' edo iiT 3Gnb~ a tclogron to iCillingor on tho 23th of Juno 1943
order-'.ng

.

to prevent tbo «^nigration of one Jew who hod

Ar\ negotiating with ikitonosou on tho possibilitiICS
i:t was the wol.! Icnovm. Jo-wLsh industralist

• . •+»- of Peol'io.rest who h^.d sujoeeded in getting an Italian
trans

•j

but 81B8/-;GR-'.CH'C cons id orud his doparturo

as.

(Jbi'l, I'-a'- 33)
-
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German Foreir^n Office officie-ls v/erc right to distrust the

Roumanian government* The measures taken by the Rcunanian covcrniiient
^•^cre brutc.l and harshj, but the murder "was net organized Td.th the

thoroughness (Ond attention to detail employed by '"-'SIZSaaECKSR, 'TOERvIti.PTj
Luther and Eichmannj vrhich ne can study in hundreds of documents^
Lie marked r:iisgiT,m.ngs of the Gemau Foreign Office appeared r/hen

on intervention of, the Red Cross and of Jeviish groups from abroad^ the
rescue of Jewish children fi'om Rounania to Palestine r^as proposed^

lu

"^'' o.s the defendant STEENGIulGHT v/ho in the course of the years 19U3 ond.

19hl'. frequently favored the including of Jewish children in dea.th
transports to the allov/ing of their rescue and escape to Palestine«
Such rescue actions v/ero o-ttempted on several occasions.

In !iay

d-9U3^ a. short tine after STSSNGIu'lCHT had become State Secretarjr the
propost.1 for the emigration of 70^000 Jews from Rcumania to Po-lestinej
esi.eci.ally chi3.drGn^ was dd.scussed. Even the Geiman ein'ov IClllingcr
in Bucharest seemed to see nothing objectionable in this^

The acrticn became knovm. o.s the ^so-callod Feldschcr Action, named

after iiie Ewiss canister Foldschcr in Berlin, oTEEI'^GrtXHT, in agreeV

ment with the Reich Foreign 'Kjaister, with the dofGiK''ant Erdmannsdorff,

and witli Councillor Hcinburg of tllo Political Di.vision, refused however

"to grant this rescue (Proso E:c, 36u3, NG-5oU9, Bocv Dk,. 98 B, p^ 17),
In February 194^ a new attempt iTas made to save the lives of 7,000
Jewicb children from, Rormarda by adlovdng thorn to emigrate to Palostinc.
Ii'.was ag.ajn the defondauit SIBENC-R'VCHT who turned dorm the rcsoua action,

Ro instructed in February, I9Uii., tlorough a special cable (Pros® Ex,

3-W.!,, hC--5l38, DoCr Bk^ 93 B, p, 7x) Killin^:or in Bucarost as follows:
'Ticasc inform 'darshal (Antonosou) that cniigratLon
of RoumAanian Jews bo Palestine would creatly disPIoaCsg friendly ,;'arabSviA

therefore considered it expedient for the Roumanian
Government to conform to tho attitude of the Reich

Govorni-.iGnt in tho question of the emigration of Jev/s®
II pormissj.on has ca3.rcady boon gran'bed for the omiC-Tation of Jows, wo v/ould ask to rescind pormissionr

'Ire ropcrt..® (signed STSEIvGlf.CKT). "

In line with this decision of STi;BNGn.-CRr, his subor^-linato ven
-• B37 -

Tlir.ddcn. rafusod bn xWil 8

, . «
5 1Q).'. 4.i
tliG ^Tanting of safo-conduct
for the

Tiirl-cish vessel Tari. ivliich

•
x
^
o
.
•..s to v.bring
Jewish
children from
Constanza^

Romania, to Istanbul, 'barkoy,

thb holn of the-Intornr.ttcnal

Red Cross. (Ek, 1789, EG-i;963,, Doo. E., 62 3,1. 39)
In cross exasdnation SESHCSl.CHT first tried to deny that ho had

given the order to Bucharest to rescind the porndssion for the
enHgration of the JoTfish children. (Pros. E;c. 36Uit, NG-?138, Doc. E!c,.
69 B, p. 71)

Howovoi- after ho had oxDiTD.ned the document and could no longer

deny that ho was responsible for ttio rejection of the child-rescue /
-K'H

I

plan, he gave the following ans^Ter (Tr, p. lo6^2):

this Is the very thing to which
p^^vious y roforrod to undar direct cKaninaticn,
Palestine wos proi,.™

p'^litical ;^roblcm, wh.,ch haa been p^odetorLiinod
already a

long time bofoi-o had boon definitely determined

«,

on basic of convei sations vrlth aailani and the
Gran t .-iuiti, iheso decisions could net be

changGu am,7mcrc, an:V tlic crly moans of bring
ing about, an anondmont and thus bringing about
an advantage to the Jer/s, %.-aa sought in the
pc-ssibillby ot ojt-aining the l-cich gcvornmcnt's
pormissicn that now instead of endgrating to
bao-ostino, the Jews were to emigrate into those

cou.o cries that wore v;i.lJ.ing to absorb tiicn, with
the exception of Po.lcstinGn

That was the

snggosaj.cn which i was able to achieve vath

great trenblo no raysolf, and we alone were not
(.'.^^lo bo l'c?_n£ i-b about oursolvos — not oven

^-•-boontrop himsolf.- HiraiLcr was tho Comniss.ar

for oho JowS;, end 'iiicroforo for each single

step c.f O'ors wc had to gocu.rc his approval and
beyond ^iiat oven tho approval of Hitler. And you
w.'.U agree wi-bh no, Iir, Kemnncr, that, under
-•xtnor

Ti.'.iOj those matt.rs were

bitrncrl dovnij

ana^if ea-or there was calk of any ,=!uoh tning
having boon oven attc.mptod the foreign govcrnnonts wore roprimandcd, and you -will agree with
no that this onJ_y oonfi.rms what I have intro

duced a.s an oxhibit in ny ease in oliiof '-•
'that cnigration to Palestine was not porriisslblo,
but it was pon.iissiblo for other destinations.
Qo

There is no talk of that at all in the docii-

nent, but I Ycantcd to ask you, hov/ wovs it, possible
for you to come to any agroonont v/i'th anybody
and feel yourself tied dovm to ar.y such agrecnont, if the porscn was not a chief df state,

but v/as yonr ovm omploye© --a nan v;ho was paid
by you with "thousands of pounds of gold?
-
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To T/hcra arc you rofcrrinf?

Q-

I

\s

rGfGrrin;r to the Granci 'lufti.

A., But I dic'ii't nc.ke ojiy such arrGoncnt. I
fcunc^ a situatcloii alroc.'^.y on han"l j.n T.'hich c-vcrythd.n^; was alroa'Ay ghape:l in a final fom anc.
really I coulr'n't chanrio anjH^liing'on iiiin£;s
alrcaiy prcf.Gtcr:iiu.nGd„ Professor^ ycu yourself
arp:co with mc.

Q-,

First of all you pay a manj and then the

raan_, ycur onployeo, sajrg to ycu, "The children
may not cono to Palcstincu "

Thus, STaSNGIi^iCHT a-rlmittad that ho turned down the rescue olcn

for JCTash childron, and bccoj^G responsible for the fate they incvi-tably fell -victim to under tlio German anaiihilaticn plan. It is
no excuse that STEENGIuvGHT follov/od the practice established by

'^TlIZSiiECiniac, Tfho had made the orip;inal agreoocnts vdth tiie Grvan-^. Hufti,
inducting the payr.ionts to him iicm Foreign Office funds (Affidavit

Bekowski, HG-5U61, Pros. 2-, C-36I, and 36l;5, Doc. Bk. Zlb B, p.
Even back in 19Ul '.•-'F'lZSAECrOiir. had promised the Mufti finrjicial

support in the s-teugglo apainst their mutual onemics, the English and
the Jews. (Pros,
C-276, m-5?3n^ Pnrt B, Doc. Bk, 20h. A, p.
•-'EIZS..ECICIPd3 letter to the Mufti of April 8, ISil),
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14. HUNGARY

^vlarch 19^ 19kU v;as the blr.ckest day in the history of Hunr-'arian
Jewry, On this day the defendant Edmund Vccsenmayer was instr.lled'
as tdiG i-lenipotontlary of the German Reich in Budapest- His duties
included the annihilation of about nine hundred thousand Jews of

Hungary- He perfonaod his duties. Hundreds of thousands were murdered^
only the smaller part was liberated by the victorious armies of the
Allies and survived,

^ it's chapter on the persecution of Jcv/s> the II"IT stated:
'German missions were sent to such satellite
countries as Hungary and Bulgaria, to arrange

for the shipment of Jev/s to extermination camps

and it is knoTm that by the end of 19UUj' U00,000
Jews from Hungary had boon murdorod at Auschwitz,"

(Vol. I, p, 2^2).

Voosonriayor received the exact wording concerning his pov/or tlirough

the defendomt STSENGrJxCHT (Pros. Ex. 1806, Doc, Bk, 62, p. 72), who
ns State Secretary exorcised tho overall control end direction.

It

should also bo noted tho.t STGENGrJLCITT as St-ate Secretary received all
secret cables from the German Eiabassy in Hungary for proper action.

In tho large number of telegrams v/hich arc set forth in this chapter
wo see that there was no single instance where STEENGRiiCHT withheld

his approva.1 from acts in line witie the final solution,

Ihc defendant Bitter informed e.ll Roich authorities, including the
army, the navy, and tho airfcrco, about tho scope of the new ploni-

potontiary's power (Pros. Ex, C^U36, NG-^^a, Doc. Bk. 20? A)* The -

aofondant Ritter instructed the dofonda-nt Vcosonmayor in detail about
k..n

the program ho had to carry cut (Pros, Ik, C-it39, NG-5520, Doc, Bk,
207 A).

The policy for exerting prcesioro against the Hungarian government
to the end of brinr.ang also that state in line with Final Solution

objectives, was initiated by tiic defendant--EIZS..ECI®., already in the

year 19)4.2, •iiiilZS.^ECJgER also laid the ground-work for Voesonmaycr, The
German Foreign Office knew that tho Regent of Hungary, Arlmiral

Nicholas Horthy and tho then Hungarian government wore firmly opposed
^?40-
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to the German murder program against the Jews and resisted its

application in I-Iungary,

In this situation^ the defendant von

V>'SIZSj;J)GKER, who con-ta?olled the execution of the program for the

'T'inal Solution" in the satellite countrieSj on October 33, 19U2"
summoned the Hungarian J'tinister Sztojay in Berlin, and admonished him
strongly that

"the v/ay Hungary troatod the Jewish problem has
so far not boon in accordance with our principles,"

(Pros. Sbr. 3766, NG-5728, Doc. Bk. 331, p. l6^)
In order tc bring further pressure on Sztoja^r and his gcvornmcnt,
'.lillZSiJilCIvER even requested the Hungarian ?Iinistor to

'bring me upon your return from Hungary, a report
on what the people in Budapest think of the German
proposals concerning the treatment of the Jews."

(Pros. ]3x. 3765, HG-.^727, Doc. Bk. 201, p. I63)
Ihis situation is also revealed in tho Frosecuticn Kxhibits ISOU

(NG-I800) and- 180^ (IIG-I798) in Document Book 62 A, pp. 66 and 70*
lit the end of ?.'Iarch 19U3> "when I'-UIZS/iECKSH was still State Secretary
Vcesonmayor received the assignjnont to investigate why the final
solution of the Jewish question had not progressed in Hungary as in
the other satellite or occupiod areas.

On April 30, 19U3 Vecsonmaycr sent a report over his signature,
and bearing tho initial of Hiimaler.

The defendant criticized

Hungary's defeatist attitude and tcimiod tho Jews tho

"number 'one enemy of Germany and the ibcis. "
Ho proposed that the Reich influence and guide Hungarian internal life,

(rpros. Ex. 1813, NG-2L92, Doc. Bk. 62 A)
As a result Horthy was summoned by Hitler who in the prosonce

of Ribbentrcp warned him on April 17, I9ij.3j
"Jews must cither bo exterminated or taken to

concentration camps." (HIT, Vol. I, p. 287)

-
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In the meantime S lEE^JGR-lCHT had taken over the office of State

Secretary, in which office, as he himself has admitted, he carried

on consistently with the established policy (See his cross-examination),
ST^GNGPJlCHT's and Veesennayer' s policies on the Hungarian question were

in complete concurrence, as is shovm through Exhibit 3700 (NG_5572,
Doc, Bk. 201).

In this memorandum of September 17, 19ii3j STSENGrtA-CHT^s

Under State Secretary Hencko pointed out in a memorandum to Hibbontrop

that the Foreign Office was in complete agreement with Veesennayer's
policy.

STEENGR/i.CHT had passed upon this report, and approved its

fonvarding to Ribbontrop.

Again, on December l5, I9h3j SIEENGRii.CHT informed himself about
the course of action in regard to Hungary, and especially about the
inclusion of Hungary in the annihilation program which had been

%eglcctGd"'by the Hungarians.

On that December 1$, he read and

initiallod the Secret Report of Veesenmayer of Doccmbor ih, 19U3 that
I^'eesennayer had submitted to him,

SIEENGItlCHTj because of the im

portance of this matter, also had his Under State Secretary Hencke

read this report, and Hencke read it on December 30, 19U3- I^is
report of Veesenmayer had special significance because it was the
Foreign Office v/hich had dispatched Veosennayor for a spcical
mission to Hungary, namely the investigation of the political and
Jevdsh situation in Hungary

"Ihe cleaning up (of the Jewish question) is a
prerequisite for Hungary's inclusion in the
life and death struggle of the Reich." (Pros,

Ex, 3718, NG-5960, Doc, Bk. 2D1, p. 5l)

342-
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Throe inonths later the same Vcesenmayer had been appointed

Reich Plenipoi entiary for Hun^ary^ and it was, as has already been
pointed out, the defendant STlE"MGRiXHT, who, partly together Tirith

Ritter, handed him the instruction en his broad powers.
Already in July 19lil; SiSSNGR^iCKT learned from his appointee
Veosennaye? that the Hungarian Ilinister Sztojay had told the
latter thr.t?

"one and one-half million Jews had already
boon killed and the major part of idic rest,

' .11

novi being on transport would suffer the same

fate,"

(Pros, Ex.

MG-5523, Doc, Bk,

207 A)

STiENGRaCHT received three copies of this information, one went
to Rittcr.

The annihilation of the Jews was of course common knowledge in
Europe.

In tliis connection, it should be mentioned that the two

high Hungarian State government officials, Jonos Schilling and Count
Bola Bcthlen refused to collaborate in the deportation program and
flatly dGclared that they would.

'^rather resign than to become guilty of murder."

Veoseninayer reported tliis uncooperative spirit to the Foreign Office,
adding later, that
"proper action had been taken against the officials."

(Pros, Ex. 3707, NG-^611, Doc. Bk. 20l)
In the following we will show that Vecsennayer the Plenipotentiary

of ihc Foreign Office, STEENGPJlCnT's subordiante, exercised the broad

-
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powers of his 'appointment in full for the annihilation of the Jews of

Hungary and adjacent areas,
responsibilities,

Ke did not hesitate or cringe from terrible

Tliree witnesses, who v/ere i±ie most prominent observers

testified before this Tribunal;

the Regent of Hungary, Admiral Nicholas

Horthy, the lav/yer Dr, Reszo Kastner of the Jewish community, and. 1iiG
higher SS and Police Loader in Hungary, SS General Otto Vinkclmann,
Admiral Horthy testified to the power of Veesenmayor as follows;

'A,

It was the suprone Gerr.ian post which existed

in Hungary ... He was actually the only one with
whom I h.?.d any contact or communication v/hatovcr.
If I had anything to discuss or anything to ask
in connection with the Third Reich, of courso, I

had to anproach VoGsenmaycr and ask him to call
mo.

Q, During the period. Admiral Horthy, that you
kne^v the two gentlemen in Hungary, General
•"dinkolQann and Veesenmayor, which one in your
opinion at that time did you consider as the
suncrior?

A,

Plonipotentiary Veesenmayer absolutely, "

( It. r. 270li)
The SS and rolice Loader ".'inlcolmann testified to the power of

' VcGSGnnaycr (Tr. p, 251^8) as follows;
'!^Ir^ VoosGnnayor was ^Aibassador to Hungary,
but not only that, ho v;as Plenipotentiary
General. "

'-'hon asked which admnistrativo office in Hungary was responsible

for deportation of Jovfs, ho ansv/ercd;

'As I have explained^ in tlie legal field
Vooscniiayer;

in the technical fiold

Eichmann,

Q,

"ho was the one who roa.lly had tlao

power in Hungary?

A,

Tcv/ards the outsido, it v;as Horthy, who,

of courso, vfas influenced in his activitiGs
by the German Embassy in question that

interested Germany, or at least ho was limited
in his activities by the Embassy.
Q* •"hs thG Jewish question one of those
questions that intcrostod Germany?

A,

Yos."

(Tr. p. 2618U - 36l85)

The witness Dr, Reszo Kastner, in charge of rescue activities,
asked about ihe pov/er of Veesenmayor in Himgary, answered;
"I could assume that Veesenrriayor was the do

, facto ruler of Hungary," (Tr, p, 3619)
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Askocl further (Tr, p. 362I4.)
'Q,

Dr^ Kastner, v/hat in your opinion v;as

the full rule of the defendmit Veesenmayer
in these anti-senitic measures?

A,

Your Honors, as I said Veesonma^^r was

a. do facto ruler of Hungary, His main role
was to outline for the Hungarian government
the policy which ho.d to be followed and to

put into poY/er the persons who provided
sufficient guarantee that this policy would
be carried out T/ith the utmost energy'".

It

is no longer secret that upon the prossuro
exerted by Veescnmo.yor, the Minister of
the Interior, Jaa-osz, vras appointed and his
two State Secretaries Laszlo Ench'y and Laszlo

Daky, the last having the coriniand over
the Gendarmerie and the police and the first
one having the mandate of solving the
Jcv/ish question, both of then knov/n from the
previous years as fanatic Nazis, completely

loyal to the Gorman Reich," (Tr, p. 362lt)
Under his broad pov-ror shovai above, Vccscnnayer dealt with a

program Tjhich ccncornod 900,000 - 1,000,000 Jews,

received this information (Pros,

STEENGRiiCHT

I8I8, NG-2190, Doc, 3k. 62 A,

p. 130, SGG his initial page 1.29).
On April 19, 19Ui;, one montl'i to the day after his usurpation of

Hungarian sovereignty, VcosGnmayor could report (Pros, Ex, I8O8,

NG-I815, Doc, 3k. 62 A, p. 77) that aftor a discussion with, the
Hungarian

evcrnr:iGnt, he rccoivcd the promise that

"at least 50,000 Jews fit for work

will be

placed at the disposal of the Roich by Hungary,

,..It should be possible to place another 50,000
Jewish laborers at the disposal of the Reich

during the month of May, "

On April 23, 19^1;, four days later, STEENGRiiCHT T^as informed through
secret cable from Veesennayer

< . -(Pros. Ex. 1811, NG-2233> Doc,

Bk. 62 A, p. 89)
"The vfork of putting Jews into ghettos began

in the Carpathc area on April l5«

Thus far

150,000 Jg^vs have boon affGctcd, A total of
approximately 300,000 Jews will be dealt v/ith
• •.the same is already in preparation.,,.in
Transylvania and in other countries bordering

on Roumania.

An additional 250,000 to 300,000

Jews arc to bo dealt with, "

Tliis was only the beginning.
On June I3, 19ltlj. SP";ENGRi'XHT received the following information
froKi VoGSGnmayor concerning the dGportation of Jews from the Carpathian
-
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area:

moro than 200,000 Jgtjs havo been doporte-l in ninGty-tiTo trains

from the area.

In adf'iticn, VGCsenmayGr reports that his subordinates,

Groll and Hotzingor, togothor m.ih the SD Security Service of the SS

have controlled those measures,

(Pros. Ex. C-I4I4.6, NG-5^19^ Doc, Bk,

207 A).

On June 20, 19hh) "the defendant STESNGIdVCHT received in three
copies the following information:

the number of deported Jews amounted

now to 326,009 (Pros. Ex, 3713, NG-5567, Doc. Bk. 201, p. 2U).
During the daily morning conferencGS which took place under yeesenma.yer' s

/ihaimanship in the presence of his deputy Minister Foine, tie -pro
gress reports on the Je"vvish annihilation were openly discussed (Tr,
p. 13306 ct soq.).
On July 8, 19UU, after Hungary's rural counties .and the suburbs
of Budapest wore cleared of Jors, Pcgcnt Hcrthy succeeded in bringing

the deportations to a halt (iCastner Testimony, Tr. p. 3 26ii^),

This

%as fcllowod by strong protests made by
Vocsennayor to the Priino Minister of the

Huni-arian Government, " (Kastnor T^-stimony,
Tr.'p. 32525).
That such an cncroaclinent on the domain of Vecscnmayer' s authority
•was not oasy, is evidenced by the fact that Horthy, to put through

this single act of humanity in his ovm State had to mobilize the

Hungarian Gendarmorio.

(Tr, p, 3625).

Hie events, following tlic stop order, wore doscribed by the witness
Dr, Kastner as fellow's:

Mere there any now Gorman demands and actions
subsequent to the perticular acts?

Moll, naturally the Gomans never gave up
com-;lctcly. It is perhaps net only because of the
Budapest Jews but because it had to Ix a major
tost of the possibilities ••f Vecscnmayer to corimand
"die political life in Hungary, The resistance put up
by Horthy in connccti'-n with the fate of the Jews
from Budapest could be extended as it was later on

"to major political issues.

So subsequent dcn.ands

wore made just in order to break through this line

of vote to get out a part of ihe Budapest Jews,
Le.tcr on VcosGnmaycr declared that ho accepted that
they should not bo deported to Auschwitz but'at

least they should take them cut from Buflapcst and
bo brought soriov/horo in the Hungarian province.

Q.

Dr, Kastner, did Horthy confer wi1di any
- ?a6 -

" a' •>

Huncciri^.n loc.ders e.t tliis time?

.

' 'A*

Ihat is, Hungarian

leaders in opposition to the Gorman demands?

A. V;o arc now in about July, 19UU.

At that

time Horthy dismissed tiio Sztojajr governmGnt^ that .
moans dismissed Sztojo.y a.nd the tv^^c state secretaries
o.nd the IvtLnistor of the Interior end started once

again v.dth his policy to trj" to got Hungary oUt of
the war.•,

Q, Mow, after the dismissal of Sztojay, who was
appointovd as Prime Minister?
A.

Gen. Lakatos v/as appointed PriTO itlnistcr, if

I remember, against strong protests put on by Veesenmayer.

A,
,. ,VGCSonr;iayGr' s mission in Hungary Y/as not
only the liquidation of the Hungarian Jews, but
certainly to assure the continuation of the v/.ar
by Hungary on tho side of Germany and to isolate
Horthy from his friends and all democratic elements
who would have boon able to advise him against the

German tendencies.
out.

He succecdod in getting tho Jews

Ho did not succeed in isolating Horthy aid in

subjugating him because Horthy slovrly regained ccntrcl
over the country and rogrdncd his Yfill of decision.

At this time, that mca.ns stc.rting from tho middle
of August, VGCsoruaa-yer planned a major coup in -rdor
to repair the failure of 19 March T/hon ho loft Horthy
in poY/or,

Q.

Dr. Kastnor, after the arrest of Horthy and

Salosy's appointment as r-rimc Minister, yiqtc the
JoYdsh deportations rosumcd?

A^

Salosy was appointed on the l6 of October 19Uii.

Some days later the deportations restarted, if it is

possible, in an oven ncre inhuma.no mauinor,

Tons of

thousands of Jc/.'s, mainly women, wore forced to march
on the highway lca:".ing firom Budp.pcst to tho German
border in rain and in snow vfith no food, no sleep,
so thousands of them died on the way or were shot
because they could not continue to marcho
Once again

they v/ere 'sent to work and it was certainly in the in
terest of their efficiency that they-were sent to ^

Germany in this wajr^.g," (Tr* P-. 3627/3628)

The vdtness Horthy tcstifioc. on Vcosennayer's activities in the
j
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period after the stop of tho deportations along the same lino as

witness Dr. Kcastncr CCr. p, 27l2/27lU)j'
'Q, How, Admiral Horthy, C'-ntinuing our examination,
Xou last'stated that in reply to your protest against
those donor to.tions Voos.onmayor told you that those

people v/cre required for work in Germany,

Now, my

question is, v/hon did. you first find cut that these
people wore being sent to extermination camps?
A, By tho end of June, when I looked this up, I
received extonsiv6 reports about tlrie extermination
camp in Auschwitz,
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Q« Adniral Hcrthy, whc-t cUd ycu then do, with res
pect to those deportations?
ii., '^".'hile these deportations took place in the
country I ?-ras entirely powerless of course. It was
different in Ihe capi1^ because there I had a small
number of entirely reliable forces undLcr the command
of an oxcollont general called Baky, It was my
impression tlio.t altlicugh strong German forces v/ero

there an open rupture muqt not occur^ Shall we say
the farce of a sovereign Hungarian State v/as to bo
maintained,

T.hen I received a report that a large

number of gcndr-rmos, imdcr the pretext of a festival,
were brought into Budapest and they v;ofc to assist
in the deportations, when 1 learned tliat fact 1 called
the comnandinr officer of the gendarmes a.nd ordered
him to romovo all gendarmes from Budo.post, which ho
didi,> Ihen I called ccrtodn forces from an adjacent

to;m of Esztorgora and asked then to cone tc Budapest
in order to strengthen the garrison.

Q,

Jalmiral Hcrtliy, did that, for the tine being,

stop these evacuc-ticns?
Tcs •

Q,

"'as any further attempt made to renew them?

A. Yes, quite«

Roughly twenty-five kilometers from

BudCupost "there was a camp co.llod Kiszta.ya and I
learned that from there transports had left on a train,

I thereupon docreod that v,fherovcr the "train could
be roached it should bo stepped and taken back, which

happened.

The train was stopped at Ratvang and taken

back to Kisztaya,

Q„ Admiral Horthy, how was it possible that the
Germans permitted ycu "to remain in office af'tier those
two acts against thoif measures of deportation?
A,

That was connected •pd"th something I have nen'fcioncd

befcre - namely that no open conflict Yias tc bo admitted,
"the appearance -""^f an independent Ilun^piry v/as to be main
tained.

l:»»

Q. Aimiral Hcrthj^, did the defendant Vccsonnayor
nako any attempt "to change ycur adamant attitude?

A, Yes, if I can romonbor rightly, "the ^'Iinis"bor and
Plonipotontiary, together with General of the
SS "dnkclnann, caeno to sec mc and they told no
they had made an arrangement with the government
according to v;hich the deportation of Hungarian
Jews was exclusively in their hands. It was my
impression that 1 v/as to be told that 1 was inter
fering in things v/hich wore none of my business,
shall wc so-y. They also "bold no "that the military
situation was such as to make the unreliable Jevdsh

cl^-ments a very undesirable clement In the country.
Ihey had thoroforc to bo rcn<~-vod and they asked

mo not to impede' "the deportations.

I again refused

to comply.

Q, Admiral Horthy, did "these deportations begin
imder German auspices, and if so, vhon?
-
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These de;;..::rtc,ti.-:ns -went on after nj arrest,

under Szalasj'- a i-rime I'-nnister.

Q. ITnat role, A^hiiral Herthy, did Veosennayor
play in your arrest?

A.

On 15 Octcbcr 19kk^ 3! asked the I'linister and

Plenipotentiary to ccno to see me,
•that

I informed him

I v/antod to have a truce with Pussia and that *

was as Germany's ally iAras over for Hunrrary, My son, in the morning of the same day, was lured into a trap,

vfas arrested, boatcn up.
him,

Blood was streaming from

A sack'ivas strapped over his head and he

T^as taken in an aircraft to Vienna .and from "there
to Ilauthauscn,

7-
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During the first half of October 1944^ *when the action of

the Poreign Office, —known as panzerfaust,. and described
above - for the arrest of Horthy and the installment of a new
Hungarian Government under Szala^ was underway,. VEESEI^SJAXSR

suggested in-a secret report submitted to Ribbentrop, SEEEH—
GRA.OKT and other Foreign Office officials, that in order to

complete the annihilation pi*ograiii, the pressure against the
Hungarian should be increased

VEESEM.I&YSR reported impatiently that
"Influential Hungarian circles seem to try

to delay taking a definite stand in the
Jewish question while awaiting political, and
military developments in order to establish
for themselves an alibi for future eventualities."

In view of these delaying tactics, VESSEMviAIER suggested:
"we must examine whether and to what extent the

German attitude mentioned above must be funda
mentally changed and whether one or the other
measure is to be adopted in order to carry out
the evacuation of the remaining Jews from

Hungary or Budapest, either through our own
forces or through pressure upon the Hungarian

Government," (Pros. Ex. 37'! 6, KG-4985> Doc.
Ek. 201, p. 30)

The report, received by the Foreign Office through

special courier, was discussed by the proper officials. State
Secretary STEEl^HAOHT endorsed it on Dot 13> as noted by

Mirbach (on page 29) , and forv^arded it to Ribbentrop.

On Octoher 24, 1944 (Pros. Ex. 1828, HG-3i57,

Bk. 62-A)

VEESSI'5 iAXER summarized his activities in Hungry in a memorandum

to Ribbentrop', which, ?>.elng olasaified top. secret, went through
STEENGRACHT, as follows:
for the solution of the Jewish question

in Hungary, agreements vrere made after 19 March
(1944) betv/een the Hungarian and the Reich
governments, in accordance v/xth which until.
July of this, year by order of the Hungarian
250 -

goverment through the Hungarian gendaimerie
and the police and by the auperyiaory cooperation
of G-exroan Security Police organs^ aTi jeT?s from
the area of the Hungaidan provincea V7ere being
transported in whole family groups to Germany
for labor assigmenty Apparently under the
influence of foz-eign presa attacks sponsored

by the eneny po^/era,

weli ae als.6* 'by intervention

of divers foreign and enemy powers, the former
Hegent informed the Reioh Goternnent in August of a
decision, not to allow any more deportations of
H\m,garian Jews to the Reich territory,"

It was only after 16 October, tlmt under

the supervisoiy cooperation of German agencies,
ne\T negotiations were started with the aim to
find a final solution of the Jewish question in
Hungary#."-

As the witnesses Horthy and Kastner testified (see
above) the "deportations started again" (after October 1.6,
1944)
"if it is possible, in an even more inhumane
manner . • #. thousands of them died on the

way or were shot

(Tr» p* 3628 - 3^29)

However, with the progress of the Allied forces and

the lack of transpor-fcation facilities at the end of
November 1944-> the deportation process slowed do\7n on

Kovember 21

1944-^ STEElTCSiAOHT "was infoimed by V3ESSK"-

MAfSR through a secret cable about new difficulties,

(Pros, Ex, 3717, HG-4-987, Doc, Bk,. 201, p, 44), Two iays
later (ibid, p, 50) he confirmed the further instructions
he had received from the Foreign Office and reported that
he had

informed Szalaszy today in accordance vath
your instructions. In spite of technicaldifficulties he is willing to speed up the

evacuation of Budapest Jews energetically,"
But it V7as too late. On December 8, 1944 TSESEiMAZEH T.vaa

compelled to leave Budapest. After having caused the anni
hilation of about 500,000 Hungarian and Slo-valcian Je-uvs,.
he did not succeed in the murder of the remainder, who -were
-
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liberated by the Allied armies*

Tha=| Ysesenmayer performed his activities under the
constant control of the State Secretary is not only pixiven by

the documents, and the relationship of the tv/o offioea they
held*

VoQsenmayer hnaself vrfien asked in a pre—trial interrogation,

(pros.# Ex *174-,kg -^905 Doc, Bk». 4- B, p» 4-9) whether ho had acted
on his tr.Tn initiative, e:q>resaed clearly, that all his activities
were done ascording to the instruction he had received and as a f
faithful official of Ribbentrop anl SHSBIMGBACEEI?*

The instructions Veesenmayer received from his Poireign Office

superiors, \7ere Instructions for death actions to be carried out
devoid of all. human feeling or compassion* Khen aalcing for

instructions from his superior officials in Berlin, through a

cable of June 29, 1944 (Ex. 1823; HG-2236, IB 62-A, p* 151);
as to v/hether he should agree to a proposal of the Swiss govern

ment for the emigration of 10,000 Jewish children, the Foreign
Office turned down this emigration proposal* STEEKGRAOHT had

passed upon It, agreed to the negative proposal of his subordinate
lfagner.,j and submitted the negative instruction to Ribbentrop*
IThen further rescue actions were proposed concerning the

rescue of 2,000 Jews from Hungary, the Foreign Office decided,,

according to a proposal of ;/agner, to which STEENGRACHT consentod and v/hich he then passed on to Ribbentrop, to "delay the answer
to these tvTo interventiom- until the c[UGstion of the treatment

of the Jev;s remaining in Hungary has definitely been solved*"

(Ex. I827, HG-2238,, IB 62-A, p* 17^ and 177).
There is not one single piece of evidence to support
STEEMGRA3HT'a defexise claim that his practice v/as to recommend
or to issue orders for meroy or tbe milder course.
-
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STSElTGBACIiT knew that Veesenmayer regarded the Jews as a

public enon^ number one^ Veesenmayer had reported it to him, as.
we see in the follov/ing excerpt from Veesenmayer's cross^

examination* (the already mentioned exhibit 37184

Doc,. Book 201 , p., 52.)

»

>

In his crosa-examination of July 23, 1948, the defendant
revealed his own attitude tov/ards his activities in Hungary as
follovra.:
I

(Tr. p. -1.3 455 to 13 460.):
"Q-

Dr. Veesenmayer, is it correct that in November or December,

19^ you were in Budapest?

v

A,

Xes.

Q*

At that time, before you became minister, wore you of the
view that the Hungarian Jews v/ere public eneiny number 1 of

A»

the G-eiman Reich in Hungary, and that therefore, they should
be deported? Nas that your politicgil conviction?
That it was the most important and most dangerous enemy,
yes». I do not believe that I mentioned anything about

deportation in this context, however, because at that time
I was by no meana clear in my mind Just what the best
method was to destroy the danger to our war efforts that
resided in the Jews in Hungary^ However, I was of the
fundamental opinion that these men should work and even,
if possible, should work in a way that contributed to our
war efforts

Q.

Before you went to Hungary as Minister were yo.u of the
opinion that Horthy and the Hungarians as such were
friendly to the Jews and that Hungary constituted a
refuge for these Jevrs?

A.

I believe that X have already answered this q^uestion in
general terms in
direct examination in drawing a
distinction according to my vievs at that time between
hov/ Horthy was oriented toT^ard the large majority of
the Jev/s and hov/ he was oriented tov/ard a very few Jev;s

at the top who were affluent* In the one sense he was a
vigorous. anti-Semite and in the other sense he was a
friend of the Jov/a» Tha.t \7as my opinion at any rate at
that time* The relatively small number was the one that
counted because it was the one that made politics and
it was the one mth influence, and that was for us an
absolute danger*

Yesterday you said that you T/roto a long report in
December with your suggestions and,proposals of hov^

Gartnan policy in Hungary should be conducted and that
a basic change T,70uld have to be made.. Do you recall
"whether in your report at that time the sentences wore

contained "The Hungarian is not £in anti-Somite, a fact
which Jewry is well aware of*" Do you recall that
sentence?
A»

Thaj is quite possible, but I must say regarding that
the following* These are extracts* They state on the
one side, and then on the other what one happens to
have in one's mind at the time*. As such, they are
incomplete* They are unsatisfactory to me and
everyone who reads thorn*
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Q«>

¥as it not a long report?

A,

Xesa

Q-=

It \7as some 27 pages?
Yes, and. before that it had. been nearly 50 pages*

A»

Do you 2?ecall also the statement, "The

is public enemy

number
A*

That is certainly the case, and that xras my conviction at

Q

Do you recall that in this report it also said that Horthy
vro'YLd in no oircumstanoos appoint Hmredy as minister, the

that time#.

man whom you approved, because he was so inimical to the
'Je\7s,?
A.

It may be that I got that impression at that time from
conversations that took place during that period* I certain
ly committed errors also in niy reports because all this is
piece work*

a

You raroto that long report at that time before you were

A*

To Ribbentrop*

minister* You sent it to whom?

To anyone else?
A-.

I have already said I think that I sent it to Kaltenbrunner
or gave it to himo

Ta STEEKG-RiiCHT :'Ji particular?

Quite possible. If I may add though, the report* you seem to

have before you is the final version* It would bo v;ith the
excerpts made in it* It is vczy painful, v/hen one attempts

Q

to report and then half of it is thrown av/ay or is condens
ed* This is not merely an extract of what I said, but in
many respects it says matters different from what I said,
\7ell, r;ow I shall show you this report* Did you sign it
aa it nov/ stands? Is this the version you signed-when you
sent i t over to the others?

m.> KEMPHER:

Your Honor55^0 la Mrc Veeseninayer*a report of December 10,
as sent to the State Secretaiy STEEHGRACHT and

initialed by him on December 17# 194-3» May I ask the Court
for identification number 371S*the ERESIDEKT:

The document described will be given identification
number 371
BY MR„ raiPMER:

Q»

Is that your signature on the first page?

A,

Yes, no doubt of ito:

Q*

Now, Dr* Veesenmayor, you left Budapest when?
8^ December 1944 from Budapest and on 29 March ^4-5 I

A*

Hungary*

And ViThon v/ere jrou campturod in GQimar^
Aa

14- May ' 4-5*

Q-

By American troops?
I surrendered to the American troops,

A*

V/cro you alone at the time, or did someone else surrender
with you? Anybody else from your staff in Budapest?
A,

A cclloague of mine, a I-Ie2nr Rekowsty*

A«<

V/hat vraa the date again?
The 14.th of May 1.945»-

Q4.
A«

l(7hern you and Rokov^slty surrendered to the American army, did
you c'iscuss how you vrere to behave after this catastrophe?
Yes, certainly wo thought about that a great deal.

Did you speak with Rekovsl^ at that time and say, "There
is only one thing left* Ve must tell the Americana the
whole truth about all the dreadful things that have happen

ed," Did you say that to Rekovffiky and did he agree?
-
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A.

Rekovsl^y knerr more at that time than I did because only
later did I find out hov/- dreadfuA the things i7ere that had

happenedo. It is correct that v/e were in agreement that we
wanted to use fairplay. Rgkowsky had been in ^erica a long

timej, he knew or at leastj he thought he knew the .Americans^
and X had also had contact with American businessmen

previously; therefore, our plan vras primarily to turn
ourselves over to the Americans, because we felt regarding

the Americans that these men,, at least, from the point of
view that I was conscious of it in nyself at least, had

conducted a fair, decent, and honorable battle. That they
did fight, I do not doubt, but on the contraiy

Very well.. A last question. Dr. Veesermiayer, and don't inter
rupts My last question to you is: you are one of the few
who readily confesses his conviction. Xou were not, however,
in a
A,

Q-

resistance movement?

NOo

Just as. you thought. As a Hational-Socialist you served
Hitler, is that correct?

Yes^ I even said more<. My attitude was, even when X was
questioning myself whether X ivantod to believe and still
should believe, the same.

Now, this is ny question^ You are connected with some of
these dreadful things® X want to Icnow whether you stand
behind them as a person and whether you regret them? May
I aslc you to say yos or no, first and then make your
comments» You stand behind them as a honest man?
A«

For what I did, X stand behind them as. an honest person.

Q,*'

Very well.

Ac

Bub let me end ny answer ;7ith one further statement vrfiich
is not a statement of my own® In preparing for my cross
examination X read a book, very basically. It is the
"S.even Pi3.1ars of vfisdom", by D-jHv Lawrence. X do not

wish to measure myself against this mane He was. a model

for me, but I found in this book a sentence which I

believe has a small degree of validity for mo, and the

sentence is, from his, namely LaTnrence's point of view:
"As time v/ont on our urge to fight for the idea became
a blind obsession which stormed over our doubts v/ith
reins loose.^ \le had to whether we wanted to or not, and

what now looks lilce excess and brutality appeared in the

inevitable, or perhaps even an unimportant formality."'

I do not say this in extenuation of nysolf, but I

believe that in those sentences I con find a certain
echo for myself
MR. ICEl'IENER:

No further questions.
THE ERESIDEI^IT:

r)r. Doetzer, have you any redirect?
m, DOETSER:
No redirect.

THE

PRESIDMT:

u

-4^

Very well, the witness may be excused from the \atness
stand.

(The witness was excused)"

I
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DIARY OF MDRDEE 'ACCO^APLISHJtFNTS IN HU>1GAKY (19hU)
The day by day account of the annihilation program in Hungary^
carried out under the direction §.nd supervision pf the State Sec

retary STEEMGRACHT, and ^9 under the special control of the defen
dant Ritter, and "with the part^ieipatier} ef the defendant Eirdmannsdorff
in his capacity as acting head of the Political Division, is set .for"^
in the followirg exhibits:

Ex. G-U38

NG 5^22

Doc. Bk. 207-A

' 20 Nbrch 191J4.

Telegram from VESSSNflAY^. to the Foreign iitLnister via Ambassador

Ritter, VFHSMMAYER reports on a lengthy discussion with Horthy
on the formation of a new Hungarian Goverbment, The telegram gives .

an^jle evidence of the extreme pressure used on the aged Hungarian

leader.

The telegram, classified "Sealed Ibtter" vras distributed to

RITTEl and HRD^aNNSDORFF among others sho;ving that both were concerned
with and accessory to Nazi foreign policy in the making.
Ex. C-li39

NG 5520

20 Jferch I9UU

Doc.Bk. 207-A

Telegram from RITTER to VSFSEimAYFR in Budapest.

RITTER instructs

VSSSENTIAYER to take up the affair Kallay v/ith Kaltenbrunner and to

see to it that the former Hungarian Prime Mnister Kallay be watched
by Germn Gestapo men and arrested should he attempt to leave his castle.
The telegram is classified "Sealed fetter" and ERDfeNMSDORFF is
checked on the distribution list.

The document shows that RITTER

was instrumental in utilising the Gestapo to implement the German
Foreign policy.
Ex. C-UUO

NG 5^26

Doc, Bk. 207-A

22 ferch l^iiU

Telegram from VEESENMAYER to ambassador RITTER complaining that an .

effective surprise siege of the Burg, the castle seating the Hungar
ian Government, is not possible wdth the German troops available at
present.

The document is classified "Sealed fetter" and is distributed

to RITTER and ERDMANNSDORFF among others.

It shows that details on

the implementation of German actions in Hungary were reported to
•Ambassador RITTER, only without being referred to Ribbentrop in con
trast to RITTER'S defense claim to have acted as "mailman" only.

It

further shows that the policy-makers in the Foreign Office were also
involved in and concerned with the military aspccts of their policy,
Ex. 37U5

,.r
.'

'"•J.

NG 5683

Doc.Bk. 201

23 %rch I9UU

Telegram from VEESEMMAY'l^ to German Foreign Office, classified as
"Sealed fetter", via Ambassador Ritter, in which ho reports that he
has made the necessary arrangements vdth the SD to have the former

Hungarian Minister Kallay arrested. The tolegrara bears VlESSNfeYER's
typewritten signature.

Ex, 3737

NG 5658

Doc. Bk, 201

25 ferch 19iUt

Telegram frem VESSENfeYER to Reich Foreign Minister via Ambassador
RITTER, classified "Sealed fetter." VEESENfeYER reports on a luncheon
party given in his honor by Prime fenister Sztojay, In the course of
ihe lunchean VESSENfeYER

-
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I

points out that th3 Rjioh axpoctad quick, 3n3rg3tic and
thorough roforms froin th3 Hungarian govarnmsnt. Tha docuTDnt

b3ars
-3X, 3743

s •'typ^writtan signatura#

m

DoOfBk, iiOl

568i

ZQ yiDj-oh 1944

Ta 13 gram from German Foraign Offlea to VJ SSJIFrM^R, classifiad as "Saalad Ifottar" •

Tlia docum3nt ravoals that tlia

Roich Foraign Ministar diraotad tha rashuffla of tha

Hungarian diplomr.tic corps*
typavnrittan signatura.
0-441

NG 55a 8

Tha talagran "baars JRDilalTNSDQdPF's

Doc.Bk# a07a

31 ?!cJOh 1944

VJIJ1S-!JN-'IA.Y5R raports to tha Foraign Kinistar via Ambassador
RITT-ilR that Jawish journalists and lav^ars vrara axclucbd
from practicing thair profassion by nav/ Hungarian antisomitio laws*
-.Tirbaoh's initial on tlia "St.S*" of tha
distribution list indicatad that STilaNG-u^CIiT savx this

doGunnnt.

It shows that dafandants
RITTJR|
obsarvad in datail tha imp'lamantation of tha
anti-samitic policy v/hich tl:i3y inspirad in Hungary*

ix* 37 60

NG 5563

and

Z April 1944

DoC.Bk. j201

Talagram from VJlJSiNiAYiSl to Raich Foraign Hinistar vir
Ambassador RITT^R, classifiod as ' Saalad M!attar", in
which ha statas that SS-Oborgruppanfuahrar Winclo Imann is
Bubordinatad to him and is vary oooparativa.

Tha documant

m

boars ViiSjJNI'i/iYjR's typovrittan signatura .
dx. 3701

. V

NG 5574

Doc.Bk* <i01

Z April 1944

In a sacrat talagram from tha Garman Pbraign Offica,
class if lad "Saalad Mattar'', VJalSJNivFiyjIR is instructad
to aliminata Raiohsvarwasar Horthy from political businass
and to continua tha political v/ork with tha naw Hungarian
go-vornmant alona • Tha talagram baars tha typawritton
signatura of Altanburg#

dx. 1807

NG ^2 34

DoC.Bk* 62 A

3 April 1944

ViJlSjJNWtYiR raports that racant air-raids on Dudapast
hava intansifiad anti-samitic faaling and that damands
hava boan mada for ona hurclrod Jowish livos in rataliation

for aaoh Hungarian killad* YJJlSilN!'.iflYiI[i thinls that this
figura is too high "since in that casa wa would hava to
shoot at laast 30,000 to 40,000 Jav/s." flowavar, "At tha
naxt attack I would hoTO no soruplas against having 10

sultabla Jaws shot for avary Hungarian killad.

In viaw of

tlia oonfaranca wdiioh I had last night with tha Ministars

Ratz and Kundar, I hava tlaa imprasslon that idia ^^ovarnmant
ViV

Would ba willing to carry out such a maasura on its ovrn*
On tha othar hand such an action onoa bagun, should ba

Gnrriad out ocnsistantly. In viaw of tha suggastion mads
to tha Fuahrar by tha Uo'ioh Foraign -"^nistar, offering all
Jaws as a prasant to Roosa-volt and Churchill, ^ would lil©
to ba informad whathar nftor tha naxt attack, I may start
yd-th rataliatory jnaasuras dascribad abova »"
This talagromwas distributad to STjJi!NG£lxiGJII?,and others.
-257-

V

3744

NG 5682

14 April 1944

Doo.Bk. 201

T3l3grctm from
to Raich Fora ign liinip-^r via
/imbassador RITTjIR, classifiod as "Saalad Hatt3r"j Jho
' documant ravaals that •V15.ijSi)NIviiM''iIR usod prassura pn
Hungarian govarnmant* Tha docmrent bacrs VdilSjIFAYlIitp
typaiwittan signatura«

iJx, 3738

NG 572 3

14 April 1944

DoO.Bk, 201

Sacrat tals^am from VJJi;Sj}IT!'jA.YJJR to Garman Fora ign Office,
classifiad "Sealed Matt3r", in vdiich ho reports that ho

axarcisad strong prassura on tha l^ungarian Pramior
Sztojoy to haTo uncoopsrati-ro l^ngarian officials and high
raiaking officars romovad,
tlia oasa of tha officers
h3 will hava thorn arrostod by tha SD if tha it* dismissal
doos not tales plaoa imrasdiataly. Ths documsnt baors
VJlilSJNjviAYiR's typawrittan signature i
j)x» 3728

NG 5&i9

Doc*Bk, 20l

15 April 1944

In a sacrat to la gram to tha i^rman Fora ign OffiCa via
/j^bassador RITTilR, classii'iad "Saalad I'.fcttar">
VjIi:Si:F'.5AYJR raports that agraanunt h;,d baan raaChad
batwaan tha Garmun ard Piingarian govabrmunts on tha
quastion of raoruitmant of othnic Germans in Hungary
•for tha Waffan-SS. His talagram baars VilJSilNI'lAYdRfs
typawrittan siguatura*

dx. 1809

NG 2191

Ta la gram from

Doc.Bk, 62 A

15 April 1944

to tha Foreign Office, addrassad

to RITT^ and distributed to KJPPL3R and many others.

This telegram contains essantially tlia some information
as is containad in the taletypa of tha pravious day

CHG 1815) but adds that tl^ 50,000 Jaws will ba trans
ferred to Germany on VJJSeFR'IfLYjRTs demand. Tlia details
of transportation vdll ba worked out batwean ViJSjjNl'i/iYJR
and Obargruppenfuahrar Winla Imr^nn of his staff. Tlie
Foroign Office is requested to furnish information to
what place in tha Reich tlise Jaws are to be deliverbd.
dx. 1808

NG 1816

14 April 1944

Doc .Bk. 62 A

rac.l7 April

Teletype oommunioation from VJIjlSilN AYJR via RITT^-i to

Ribbentrop.

.'a

VijjlSilN AYjiR raports that he has received

definite promisas from the Hungarians that,"up to tha end
of --pril at least 50,000 Jews fit for work will ba plo^d
at the disposal of the Raich*.• another 50,000 Jewish
laborers (should ba) at tha disposal of tha Raich during

• ' rd

the month of Jny." On 20 April 1944 this information is

passed on to SS-Obarsturndiannfuahrar 5ichmann of tlia Raich

Main Security Office by von Thaddan of tha Foreign Office,
Sx. 1810

NG 2060

Doo.Ek* 62 A

.

19,20 April 44

Two samplas of a serias of 33 raports from Nudapast sent
by

to Ribbantrcp viaRITTili on measures taken

•>a::v,r-V
• ■♦itu'nin - •i'fi'i'

"by tli3 Germans in Uungciry against all opponents of iTozi-sm.
Those reports woro found in tlio fil3s of Doportmont

Inland II of tlio Foreign Office, labelsd " Jovfs/Hungory
Special actiorf' •

(A) 19 Appil 1944*

Telegram Nr* 111 "For Roich Foreign

lliniator via Ambassador RITTiJR" signed by VJilSJINI-IAYlR*
Tlie second paragraph of this telegram reads:
"Jews: Total arrests: 7,184,
In Sgegedin it was possible to arrest tlie sister
of Jews David Franlcfurter, i"5rs* Ruth -03v»*i* The
fatlier of the Franlcfurter is o.llegedly missing*
Although it could not be proved that ?irs* Loewi
participated in the murder of Landesj^ruppenleiter
Gustloff slie is being transferred to tlie Reich*
Slie has repeatedly visited her brother in Switzer
land*

In the course of establishing ghettos in Budapest
and vicinity Jews will probably be housed in the
f 0 llovring p lace s:
About 850 Jev;s will remain distributed

over the entire tovra of Gsepel*
About 750 Jev.j-5 will ce housed in the

factory Mauthner.
About 5-600 prominent Jews from Budapest
will be housed in the Jastern ports of
the Manfred T/eiss factory*
About 600 Jews vv'ill be housed on the west

side of tlie Manfred Reiss factory.
About 450 Jaws will be brought into a labor
camp located Noriii of the ftictory.
About 300 Jews will live in Scrolcsarer Street
.*. near the munitions store*

About 600 will be transferi'ed to the factory
halls of the fur-goods factory.

(E) 20 -Vpril 1944*

Telegram Nr* 127 "For Reich Foreign

Minister via Ambassador RITTJR", from

.

Paragraph 3 of this telegram roads:
"Jews: On 20 April total arrests in single actions

7,493*

'iotal arrests in special actions 38,000**,

On 21 April total arrests In single actions 7,580*
Total arrests in specia] actions 100,038.*»"

eJX* 3704

NG 5546

Dco*Bk* 201

20 April 1944

"AlJSdiPliiyiR reports to the German Foreign Office that
10,000 Jev/s ore ready for deportation. He requests
procurement of freight ccrs for their transportation*
V22S2M'AYiiR's •typewritten signature.
Ax*

3750

HG 5725

Doc.Bk* 201

22 April 1944

Telegram from VJ12S1N'AY5R to German Foreign Office,
Classified as "Sealed ifctter" , vdiioh reveals that

VAilS2Kl'AY2R closely cooperated with the 3D a:^ that

ha placed an SD agent as a consultant on anti-Jevfish

decrees in the Hungarian Ministry of the Interior.
The document bears VJJSilWiAY^RU typewritten signature.
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.V •

ft'.V^

JJx, 1811

NG IZZZ

2 3 April 1944

Doo«Bk, 62 A

Talagran from VJiSiim-i/iYilR in Dudapast to HITTilR in tho
Foraign Offica reporting on tha prograss of tha rounding
up of Jaws in th3 Gorpathians.

"Thus far 150,000 Jaws ha-vQ toan offaotad,

Tha

action will probably ba comply tad by tha and of

naxt voak, Approsimn"toly ^00,000 Jaws. Tha sama
is alraady in praporation and is plannsd immadiato-

ly in Siabanbin-gan (Transylvania) and in a numbar of
Oountrias bordaring on Roumania. An additional
250,000 to 300,000 Jaws ara to ba daalt- with.

Subsaquantly it will ba tlia turn of tha count'iosbordaring on Sarbia and Groa.tia, vrith tha final
ghatto-work to ba dona in tha intarior of tha country
and its conclusion in Budapast.

transportation plans for tlia so Jaws, according to VJi:SjJNI'.AYi:R's
ta la gram. Call for "a daily shipmant of 3,000 Jaws... Auschwitz
is dasignatad as racaiving station."

This talagrrjn has boon-distributad to Daputy Ghiaf Political
Division (jlRD^fiiMSDORFF) .

Again tha S'oma information is forwarded by Thaddan to -ijiclrmann
of tha liSHA on 24 ^^pril 1944.

Dx» 3705

NG 5535

27 April 1944

Doc.Ek. 201

Sacrot tola gram from VTjJSilKlAyjR to Garnan Foraign Offico,
classified "Saalad Mrttar" , raporting that ti70 shipnnnts of
2000 Jaws wara on tha ir wny to AusclTwitz

VJ JSJKhAY^jR' s

t^'^pawrittan signature.
1812

NG 2196

Doc.Bk.. 62 A

27 April 1944

Tolatypa from RITTjJR prasamably to V^ilSiJN'AYJR, datad
Salzburg, 27 i^-pril 1944, in raply to a communication from
VdJSJF'AYJR (NG 2191 supra). ,

HITT2R reports that, according to tha Chief of tha Sacurity
and SD it is impossible for tha Raich to accapt 50,000 Jaws
"for labor *assignmant"
"because it would maka illusory the oomplatad evacuation

of Jews from tha Raich territory and the effacted ex;clusion

of Jews from plants in the Raich.

On tha /thar hand tliare

is no objection to placing tha ^iungarian ^aws into i^-aioh
labor camps which ore undor tloa control of tha Reich
Fuehrer SS (Hinunlar)."

Transportation problems ore subject to separata directives from
the Ghiaf of tha Security Police and tha SD.

This tale gram is initialad by von Thaddan and baars the notation
"Return to -^-mbassador RITTffi#"
ix. 3698

NG 5582

Doc.Bk. 201

2 8 April 1944

Ta la gram from VJilSiFAYilR viaRITTjlR to Reich Foraign I'.anistar,
classified "Sealed Matter", in which he informs tha foriinr
of tiia dismissal of 19 district presidents in Hungary. Tha
doGumant baors VdilSjJlfiMiR's typewritten signature.
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jJx. 3763

NG 5579

Doo»Bk. iiOl

i Mny 1944

T0l3grnra from 7Ji)SjlIHVkxYjIR to lioich Foraign Minist3r via
ijEbassador RITTilR. VJIi!Si!NM/VYi}R r3ports on a discussion
with tho Roichsvorwossr vdiicii had a rathur lively oharaot3r.

jjx. 3742

NG 680

Dcc«3k. 201

2 Mn.y 1944

To l3 gram from VJJSkl'B'I/iYdli via Jimbassador RITTilR to Gorman
ForoiKn Offica, olassifiad a.s "Saalad Mattar" . VJjJSiinMjR

reports on political cbvQlopnnnts in Hungary, tho docuimnt
shov/s hov,' VidSjJNi'CYjSi usod pressuro on the Hungarian govurnmont# Thj tologrcaii berxs VHdSdN?L.lYj)R's tyyav/ritton signature.
j}x» 1814

HG 2061

Doc#Bk,

62 A

2 May 1944

Two further toloframs from V3i)SJNI'lAyi!R to RITTJR distributed
to STj5iJMQ-Hi-OHT, Henclo, and j}RD?.1/iHNSDCRPP forwrxding periodic
al SD activity reports.

Tho telegrams, dated 2 May ir44 and 20 Mry 1944 reveal a
reign of terror on the part of the SS directed not only

against the Jov/s but also against the OhurChes and all
opponents of Germany who are usually conveniently labeled
"Communists"«

Jlx, 1815

NG 22 62

Telegram by

Doc,Bk. 62 A

4 ?.fc.y 1944

to tlie 'Foreign Office for the attention

of /unbassador RITT-iR.

lajlSHBilYilR reports that 200,000 Jews have been concentrated in

gliettos in the Carpathian region while the concentration of

approximately 110,000 Jews in Siebenbuergen (Transylvania) is
about to start.

The deportation of these Jews will be in

groups of four transports of 3,000 Jews daily^ A conference
to work oirfc the train schedules will start on 4 Jtay iu Vienna,

laasmuch as probably also foreign Jews ha.ve been apprehended
a liaison officer from tlie embassy will visit the Spooia.1
Goinmando jJiohniD.nn in tlie coUrs.:! of the next week in order to

segregate the Jev/s from iButral and enemy ocuntrieso
This te legr?nn. was distributed to j{RDI-'i/iNi^SDORFF among mai^
others.

dx, 3740

NG 5678

Doc.Bk. 201

5 May 1944

Telegram from VJliJSJfP'^^iYini to German Foreign Office, cla.ssified
as "Sealed Matter" , in which he submits the names of two

Candidates for the post of Hungarian Minister in Berlin and
asl<s for a daoision.
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NG 2059

Ex, 1816

Doc,Bk. 62 A

8 yky X9liU

Telegram signed by VSESEWmYISl, distributed to STSEWGRACHT, RITT5R
and others.

reports on a conferepgi on Rtmgarian labor, attended by
representatives of Opganizatiqp Tpdt, the Plenipotentiary Gepepal

for labor Allocation, Security Ppiice, a^jd
Wehrm.^-it.
order
to fill labor needs the strength ef Jewish labor battalions is to be
Increased with the result that some l50,000 Jews would le exempt
from evacuation.

Ex. 37U1

NG 5679

Doc.Bk, 201

10 lfe,y X9hh

Telegram from German Legation Budapest to Ribbentrop via ilTTTER,
classified as "Sealed J^htter," in which it is reported thet the

purge of the Hungarian provincial administration is making good
progress; Ul district commissioners have alreac^ been removed. The
document bears the signature of Senior Councillor of Legation Fexne,
Ex. 3707

NG-5611

li; 1/hy I9W1

Doc.Bk.201

Secret telegram from VSESMMIISR to Gergian Foreign Office, classified
"Sealed Ihttev," VEBSENI'MSR reports that former Hungarian^^Mister

Count Bela Bethlen has been relieved of his post and that discipllaiary

action against Vice District Commissioner Schilling had been initiated.
VS'BENI'^'AYM's typewritten signature.
Ex. 1817

NG 2980

Doc.Bk, 62 A

22, 25 ^7 I9UU

Correspondence on Thadden^s visit to Budapest to speed the solution
of the Jewish question there.

(a) 22 ]\fe,y I9I4IJ., Telegram from Wagner of the Foreign Office to
VEE3EN?,1AY^ asking him to discuss "vdth Hezinger (Jewish specialist at
the embassy)

"how the embcLSsy could ensure that in "the future^ the^Jews

of neutral and eneny nationality to.11 be dealt with in
accordance with the directives given by the Reich Mnister of
Foreign Affairs."

Wagner further announces Thadden's visit for preliminary discussions

on "settling the property'-' accounts of German and Hungarian Jews,"

(B) Letter from Thadden to "Horst" '.'/agner, undated, submitting his
renort on his activities in Budapest.

Thadden also adds that he

regrets the departure of Hezinger before the concentration (of Jews)
in Budapest has been accomplished.

(C) 25 liay 19ii-U, Thadden'e report. The first part of this report
deals primarily with German Foreign "Office and SS personnel active

in what VEESENMAYIH called "the big catch." I'^.hen Thadden called^ en^
Eichmann (paragraph U of the report) he learned some of the statistics

of "the big catch}"

'•..up to noon of 2h May 116,000 Jews had been deported to the
ii-uxuxi,
Approxamat-eiy iiuu,uiju
more are
assemoj-ea and
ariu await
awaxu their
Reich,
Approximately
200,000 more
are assembled
deportation. They were mostly'' Jews from the North-Western parts
of Hungary, In addition, a concentration has been effected in
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tho South, South-VfeSt and South-jiast of tha oountry
in a bordar zons 30 Icilomstars v/ido •

On 7th Jure

concantraticn in tho provincos north and northvrost
of fudapjst vrf.ll start# It is astimatod tha*^ tharo
will bo about ^i50,000 Jov/s. At tlia sama tima tha
conoantration in ghattos ivill ba oomplatad in tha

parts of tha country South of Budapast# By tba and
of
thay hopa to ba abl^ t® ba gin tha ocncantration
of tlia Jaws living in Dudapast# "^hay axpact to round
up about 1 million J3v;s (possibly avan mora), ona"
third of vdiom should ba obla to work and will bo

tr.kan ovar ty Sauol^o 1, tl'xa Organization Todt, ate#,

in bppar Silasia.

Only about 80,000 Jav/s abla to work

will ramain in Hungary uudar Honvod guard in ordar
to ba amxjloyad in tha I-4anc;arian armamant industry®

Tha antira oparaticn is to ba ooncludad by th3 ond of
July (including claportation) •"
Jlx«-3708

NO 5538

Doo»Blc# SOl

24 tkiy 1944

TI'b Raich Foreign Ministar in a ta lagrrmi addrassad to
classified "Saalad Ilattar", axprassas tha
opinion thc.t thraa Jav/s should ba givan parmission to laavo
tba oountry in ordar to p t rid of tha Portugussa J'linister#
Tlia talagr;:jn baars tlia typavn*ittan signr.tura of Altanburga

j!x, 1818

NG 2190

Doc#Bk# 62 A-

26

1944

This is anotliar; mora formal version of tha report on

Thaddan^s visit to Eudapost dntad 26 Hay 1944 (XTG 2980 C
supra),
(A) Covar-lattar signed by Thaddan submitting his rapoH: to
tl-B Stata Sacratary ST.3dNauVC}d? (initialad), to Hanoto, and
otliars,

A handwittan note on this lattar re ads i

"The State Secretary requests that these notes
also be submitted to tlie Re:5jCh Foreign Minister®"

(E) Th3 report by Thadden gives details of thi anti-Jowish
measures in progress in Hungary including mention of a
"racial solution" vrtiich is about to talo place and a one

day operation to clear Budapest of Jews. On tire subject of defining tire term "Jew" in the sense of the German Nuernberg
LajYs, German offices in Budapest advise against this in
Hungary for tlie time being, a.s so manj'- of Horthy^s circlo
of friends and of the hungorian nobility would be affooted#

Deportod Jews, if fit for vrark, are to be assigned to tho
Todt organization a,nd that of Sruokel upon arrival at
Auschwitz.

(0) 5 June 1944# Govor note by Ahgner submitting summarjr of
the Thadden report to Ribbentrop and RrTTAll®
(D) Summary of tha Tlifidden iroport#
3730

NG 5651

DoCpBk® 201

1 June 19^14

VddG2JNI,IAyiJR reports in the tologrom to aibbentrop via
RlTTJffl, classified "Soa:ied Hatter", the wording of tlie agree,
ment concerning recruitment for the SS-^omen's Auxiliary
Corps of the l/Vnffen-SS® Tl:ie to begram be nrs VCASGiriAYdR's
typewr itte n s i gnatur e •
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NG 5650

o7^9

Doc.Ek. iiOl

1 Jum 1944

informs tho Gorman Fcroipn Offico "by soorot

telor^rara, olassifiod "Soalod ^latt^r" , that ha has signod
an agroomint for rocruituDnt of fomala auxiliririas for
tl-io 'jaffon-SS v/ith th3 liuugrrian ministor Csatay, Ths
docuHDnt "boars
s typowritton signaturo.

Jx. G-445

h'G 56iiO

Doc.Bk, 207 A

8 Jure

1944

Tol3gram from "Yj!JSiiTlM/VYdil to Foroign Officj for Ambassador
ilITT-3Il on politioal actions, ospocially anti-Jowish moasuTos,

in liingary^ Dooumont is classifiod "Soorot Roich Mattar",
boars VJljSjlNii'xYilR^s typ3vn:itton signature and was distributed
— amoru?: others to STJiJNQi.oi-GrEC an.. Ji;DrI:'xl'Ti^SDQLiPF«

.•5x.

3709

NG 5568

Doc.Blc, 201

Secrst halBfj-xcm from

8 Juro

1944

to Gsrman Foreign OffiCw,

classified "Sealed "iiTatter", in which he points out that,
in orcbr to avoid the disquieting of Jewish elements and

attempts to emigrate, the rroatest secrecy should be observed
on anfi-Je-wish measures. Tlx) telegram bere-s VjI JSJNT.'AYJh's
typev.Titten signature and vonThadden's initials.
dx. 1819

NG a

37

10 June 1944

Doc .E

Telegram from ViUSdNdFiYiE forvrnvrding reports on SD activity
to the Foreign Office. This tolegraen is distributed to

ST^^h£JxGI!r,"l-enoke, and others. On page 3 of the translation
of this telegram it is stated?
"The d^ath verdict against those members of the

German ".Yehrmacht vdio vfere sentenced for smuggling
Jews to Romania was carried out on May 29."
iiX. G-"446

HG 5619

Doc.Bk. 207 A

13 June 1944

Telegram from VjlTS^irVi-YilR to Foreign Office on anti-Jewish
measures, particularly deportations, in Hungary. Dociuaent

is classified "Sealed Ma.ttor", and bears Ydj13JlO-YdR*s type
•ivritten signature. Cleecl^ed on the distribution list are
axong; others tl'ie names of RXTTTR o-nd JRDj'ii-I^T'SDORPF.
3710

NG 5533

Doc.Bk. 201

14 June 194'

Secret telegram from YDIS.jIE-AYJJR to OerjEan Foreign Office,

dated 14 June 1944, and classified "S^a.led Ivlatter" , in which
he suggests the introduction of ant.i-Jewish nutis'er;? in
Slovakia. The t j le grtie or G VeidSelNdAYilU fs typevjr itben
signature. Three copies wjro sent to State Secretary
STelhvGh/jIir.

-Sx, 3711

NG 5534

Dod.Bk. 201

16 June 1944

Secret telerram from German Foreign Office to German legation

in Bratislava (Slovakia), classif ie d " Seale d Matter", follow
ing Complaints received from VJ}.i)SjJ.N:«FLY'iJR that Hungarian Jo^.vs
are emigrating to SlovcJcia, the Foreign Office suggests antiJewish measures to be introducod in Slova.kia too.

The document

bears the typewritten signature of i\ ltenburg,RITTiTR,among others,
oliecked on distribution list.

-364-

3x. G-<!:47

m 5618

Doc.Bk. 207 A

17 Jure 1944

Telegrrjn from VJJlSilNWiSl to Foreim Offico for Ambassador
UITTdLl on political actions, espocially onti-Jawish irDasuras,

particularly daportations in Hungary. Documant is cla-ssixiad.
as "Soalad Mafter" , baai-s

typawrittan signaturo

and vfO-S distributad a.nong others to STlilNGLUi-Gill and
DOUFF.

ilx. 3713

NO 5567

Doc.Bk, 201

17 June 1944

Tole.'Tam from ViliSilNJ^lYjlR to (ferrian Foreign Office for

Ambassador UITTilR, classified "Soaled Matter", in ^\hich he re

ports that tlie total number of Jews deported to Germany to
date timounted to 32 6,009.

telegram bears Vj:2SJNJ'AYj:R»s

typsei-vritten signature. Tliree copies were sent to State Secretary
SlilA!J(XtAGET.

ilx, 3712

NG 5571

Doc.Bk. 201

25 June ^44

Telegram from V3ilSANMAYjIR to the (brman Fo^^ign Office,
class'ified "Sealed Matter". IGIJJSJlNMAYdll reports^that in tlTS
course of a conversation with hungrrian Supply Minister

Jurcsek he had pointed out to the latter that l?y^taking o^r

tlio J07/S from Hungary Germany had also relieved ikingary of a

Oorrespondi.ng numher of food consumers. In recognition of

the service rendered, Hungary should make a generous gesture

l:y saiiding additional foodstuffs to Germany. Tlee document

boars the typewritten signature of VdilSINM^YjIlI. Three copies
ViorQ sent to State Secretary STJJilllQlAOnE,

j]x, 1820

NG 1804

Doc.Bk. 62 A

27 June 1944

Telegram signed by VSilSjHTiATlil to the Foreign Office and distrlbutod to STiI-iIH(S--AGl-T, R-ITi-iiR, and others.

VildSijIH^AYili reports that the SD v/ill no longer extend soparato
treatment to Hungarian Je^vs in Greeco but vdll deport theiu to

Gormatjy and seize their property at the same time. ifJl^SdNMAYiR

assir^s that the Hungarian Government will not talo any interest
in tlesir Jewish nationals hut suggests not to inform it
until a settlement on the p^^oparty of Hungarian Jev/s in the
German sphere of power has been jnp.de.

Ax. 3714

IIG 5576

Doc.Bk. 201

30 June 1944

• VddSAFlAiYilt informs the Germcae Foreign Office in telegram,
classified "Sealed Mmtter", that anti-Jewish measures had to

be postponed because the Reichsverweser had raised objections.
Tl-jQ telecom beaj-s VdilSMAAYilR's typov/ritten signatiore. Three
copies v:are sent to State Secretary ST5jiHG.u.c;;iT.

Ax, 3697

NG 5581

DoC.Bk. 201

30 June 194-4

Hote by State Secretary STil IKGlUIGIIT in which he informs VJ-iiSjiN^.AYAR that he has requested SS-Obergruppenfi©hrer Berger to
abstain from Imjiediate contact v/ith Hungarian agencies and to
discuss aAl matters in a.dvanco with minister VjuSiiHi'AlAR. The
document betirs ST A aAG'-T*s typev/ritten signature*
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18^1

NG ^2 63

Doo.Elc.

by

62 A

30 Jurs IS-l-A

to tho Foroij^:!! Offico, distributed

to Hsncls , RITT2R, raid iRDiii/JRiSDCRPF, nmon^;^ others,
Vd^SillRvTAYilR reports that tho dsportrtion of 721,823 Jov/s has
boon concludod and that further deportations ore ponding,

"Simultaneously small special actions in suburbs
of Budapest as preparatory nBasures have started,

Fijjrthermore, a few small special transports with
political Jews, intellectual Jews, Java's with mary
Children and especially skilled Jewish wor]ors are
still on the v;ay,"

-Sx, C-i-49

NG 552 3

Doc.Ek, 207 A

3 July 1944

Te le r.Tara from Ribbentrop to Vd ilSdN'•/iY5R classified "Sealed
J'latter" and distributed to STdilNGItA GilT, RITTIR, and

dRDT'ItlNNSDORFF, sjaonR otliers, TI'b ITun^^arian GoverniiDnt is
to be told -that all foreign offers on behalf of Hungarian
Jews are to be rejected,
6 July 1944

Tolegy.om from VjUJSdHMAYJR to the Reich Foreign Minister
via Ambassador UITTilR reporting that aibbentrop«s order

(supra) was carried out. This telegram enuFDrated the
various steps takan by foreign governments and the Vatican

to rescue the Hungarian
from certain death. The most
significant itjm in this revealing report is the fact that
tire Hungarian intelligence service had deciphered tel3gram.s
sent by the .jnerican and British ambassadors in Eorne to
the ir governme nt s ,

The se to le gr cons

"contain a deta.iled de scription about what happns

to tire doTATS vdio are being deported from Hungary,
It is mentioned there, that already 1 1/2 million
J3V7S had been exterminatod, and that at present

currently the majority of tlie deported Jews are
sufferinp: the same fa'^ie **« "

Tire te lei-ram bears the notation " St,S." proving that, contrary
to tlieir allegations, at least @Tj;ilNaU.GHr, IITT^R and
•VHJJSGDBIAYJIR were fully informed as to the true fate of the
Jews and knew about the largo-scale extermination.

VGdSJ;i»YJ:R further reports that
"in a further teletype 70 Hungarian and German
personalities are mentioned vrho constitu'be the
main culprits,*,"

Ibixie this -belerTam -alone establisl-es beyond doubt that tho
full extent of the extermimtion policy of the Foreign Office

and other Nazi agencies v/as loiown and that, in fact,' tlie
defendf.nts continued their diro and sordid course despite this

widespr3pH knov/ledge.
1823

nG 2236

Doo.Bk, 62 A

6 July 1944

Ibmorandum, signed by "Hagner, submitted to fiencke, STi!2NG.tA0Hl!
and gibbentrop and Initialed by STJUNCFJiGHT-,
"viagrsr states that the Swiss requested exit permits from

Hungary for 10,000 Jewish children and a number of adults
and fcanilies and that the American Hnr xlafugee Board requested
omigration of Jewish children under 10 ye.ors of age to Palestine,

-;e66-

STEENGRAGHT is reminded that Reich policy is aimed at
preventing emigration or, at least, make it dependent

on valuable compensation. Therefore, VSESENI^AIER is to
be instructed to tell the Hungarian Government to refuse
the S\/iss and American request so as not to alienate tte
Arabs#

Wagner concluded that

"a reply to this attitude can only be e:xpoctod

in about two to tliroo weeks, and since the
Jewish action will, on the whole, be finished
at the end of this month, any intervention will
thus become useless."

Ex# 3746

HG 56S4

Doc.Bk, 201

6 July 1944

Tolegrara from VEiilSElItiAXER to Reich Foreign Liinister via
Ambassador iilTTER, VEESEi^i\tlYER reports on a discussion
ho had with the i^eichsvervTeser on important Hungarian
politic.al problems#

The document reveals that the

Reichsverweser requested to have the Gestapo removed from
Hungary and that WESENliAIER used pressure on the Reichs—
vorwesor# The document boars VEESEHlylAXER^s typei'vritten,
signature#

This telegram was initialled by State Socrotary STSEMaCHT,

Ex# 1822

NG 1802

Doc.Bk. 62 A

7 July 1944

VEESEiii'iAYER in this telegram reports that the Hun^.rian
J'iinxatorial Council has reached the follov:ing conclusions
regarding Polish refugees:

"Polish Jews are to be treated according to
regulations issued for Hungarian Jevjs."

Tlie bulk of Polish civilian and military refugees will be
put in concentration camps and made to worl:#

VEESETR-IAYER

vie\7s this devolopiiiont as satisfactory although
"it does not comply with tb) original intention
of the SD to re-transfer all Polish refugees to
the Government General#"

This telegrcun was distributed to SlEEMGRaCHT and HITTER
among others#

Ex. 3715

PG 5586

Doc.Bk. 201

11 July 1944

Telogram from VEESENlvL-lIER to German For^i^ Office,
classified "Sealed liattor", .in which he suggests to
str.aighten out the discrepancies in the troatrtient of
Jev/Q in the various Balkan countries.

The document

boars VEESEMAXER' s typewritten signature.

As a secret telegram it came to the attention of
State Secretary STEENSIACHT.

Ex. 3702

NG 5577

Doc.Bk. 201

13 July 1944

In a secret tolegram to the Gorman Foreign Office, classified
"Sealed Iiatter", VEESENiliXER reports that tho Roichsver^veser
is dejected about the political situation in Hungary and
against the continuation of the present course against the
-267-

Jews. The telegram bears VEiLSENIUYFiR's typewritten sig
nature., ,\s a secret telegram it c.ame to the attention of
State Secretary SIEENSIACHT.#

Ex. 3747

NG 5722

Doc.Bk. 201

15 Joly 1944

Telegrojn from VEESENWiXER to Reich Foreign i'iinister,
classified as "sealed matter".. VEASENiviArER reports that
in the course of a discussion v^ith the Rtiichsveirv/eser he

had pointed out tha.t important political changes in Hungary
had to be first approved by the Fuehrer. The top-secret
telegram bears VEESEidvUrER's typewritten signature. As a
secret telegram it came to the attention of State Secretary
STEENGIiACHT.

Ex, 1S24

riG 2739

Doc.Bk, 62 A

l6 JuGy 19hh

Telegram from Ribbentrop to VEESEI^E-A'fffiR instructing liim to
call on Horthy a.t once in order to prevent the dismissal of
the Gormnn-sponsorod Sztojay Government, .1 dismissal of
Sztojay fjjid the proposed arrest of members of his government
who carried out the anti-Jewish measures is considered

"treason" of the "future of Europe fighting for its existence",
VEESEMIviilER is further instructed to inform Horthy t!'.at the
Fuehrer demands that the measures against the Jev/s of

Budapest be carried out by the Hungarian Government without
furtlr^r delay. If the treasonable activities in Hungary
continue the Fuehrer^ so VEESENIl'jJER is told^ would bo
forced to act without scruples and this wou]-d include the

porsonaL safety of liorthy himself, Horthy should not be
"intimidated by some ridiculous Jev/ish-.'jrieric.an tliroats,"A subsequent note by /fLternburg^ dated 21 July 1944j indicates
that VEESEilLu'JER carried out this instruction on 17 July at
1700 hours,

Ex. 374s

HG 5755

Doc.Bk. 201

I7 July 1944

Telo.-jraja from Germin Foreign Office to Reich Plenipotentiary

(VEESENijL'JER) cl.-'nsified as "sealed matter",

Ribbentrop

instructs VEEoEMviAYER to inform the Rcichsverwosor that the

Fuehrer strongly disapproves of the ch^uigos in the composition
of the Hungarian govurnmont, as suggested by the Roichsvorweser<

VEEBEIJiiiYER is also ordered to insist on completion of antiJewish acuions in Hungary. The dociament is signed by
Ribbentrop, ^'^s a secret telegrarri it came to the attention of
State Secretary STEliMGiAXHT.

Ex, 1825

NG 2994

Doc.Bk, 62

20 July 1944

Gorrespondencoj found in the filf^s of Department Inland. II of

the Foreign Office, involving STEENOi.XHT, VEE3E^Di^Y^R>

ERDIi,j-JMaxXDRFF and other members of thfj Foreign Office in a

plan to barter Jcvmsh lives for supplies and armament for the

VJaffen-SS .

(-0 20 July 19A4, Telegr-um from Altenburg of the Foreign
Office to VEEoENliflfilR, enclosing the text of a broadcast
over London radio which reports the arrival of one Jewish
and one German delegate in Turkey in order to approach
-268-

tho ."J-lios vdth tho follovdng proposition; All Jews
in Hungary are to be given exit permits in exchange
for the supply of truclcs, medical supplies, etc. for the
SS.

(B) 22 July 1944* VEESENM.iYER replies via HITTER that the
statements nado over tho London radio totc correct*

He

is informed that the negotiations in Turkey arc going
•well and that the British report was apparently only
published in order to cajuouflago the affair tovfards the
Russians*

(C) 16 Soptor;ibur 1944* Memor.andum submitted by Vfegnor via
STElilNGR^^CIfr to Ribbentrop stating that the Foreign Office
has received a complaint from the Swiss embassy to tte
effect that 31S Hungarian Jews have arrived in Basel
without papers aiad asking that the Swiss Governr-ient bo

informed in the future of any such action on the part cf
the German Government*

(d) 29 Soptoiiibcr 1944» Afurther momoranduia by Wa,gncr, sub—
mi'ttod to Ribbentrop via STEENGib^CIfT and Hencko, stating
that Thaddon was inforiaod by the RSHA that the 318

Hungarian Jews vrore to bo sent to Svri.tzcrland in exchange
for vital supplies for the SS* The ma.ttcr was arranged
verbally between Eiclira.ann and Himmlor and there was nothing
in writing about it.

(E) 11 Novombor 1944» Memorejidom by Ifagner to Ribbentrop,
stating that he had been informed by the RSHA that another
transport of 1,000 vrould shortl;^'- be dispatched to Switzer
land in oxchongo for the procurement of v;ar material for

the y^oJifon-SS.
f

It vfas up to the Foreign Office whether it

wishes to inform the Svjiss.

Wagner asks for instructions.

(F) Note by Wagner to Brenner, attached to tho Document E (above)
asking that this mcmorendum bo treated as a personal
communication to Ribbentrop and be handed back to him for

destruction as soon as it was read, since nothing on the
matter is to be put in i-vriting. Ribbentrop is also to be
informed that SfEENGRACHT h.as been informed.

Ex. 3751

nG 5726

Doc.Bk. 201

23 July 1944

Tologram from the German Foreign Office to VEESENJi.^lER,
classified as "Sealed Matter", in v/hich he received in
structions not to publish any coixiuniqucs on tho Jewish
question. Tho document is signed by V^agnor. As a secret
tolegraru it came to the attention of State Secretary
STEEN®;X.HT.

Ex, 1826

NG 1806

Doc.Bk. 62 A

25 July 19hh

Tolograr.1 from VEESENJIVYER distributed to STEENGRACHT and
HITTl®.

VEESEK&L.YER reports that tho Swiss embassy announced
that it had ready certificates for tho immigration to

Palestine for about 40,000 Jews and an additional 1,000
Jewish children in response to ropoated assurances on the
part of Germany r?jid Hungary that or.dgration of Jews from

Budapest would be favorod.

However,

"inasmuch as ttie Jews in question are without
exception biologically va3.uable material... it

^

^

.A ^ I

was agreed with Eichmann that if further evacuations
of Jews from Budapest are authorized these are to be

carried out as suddenly as possible and so rapidly
that the Jev/s considered for emigration will already

have been shipped before the formalities are attended

to.

The missions in question have already been infoimed that the planned action can^ of course^ refer
only to such Jev/s as ojce still in the country,"

Ex. 1827

NG 223s

Doc.Bk. 62 A

I6 September 1944

i/bnorandum by Vfegnor submitted to Ribbontrop via
STEEWC2^;,CHT (a stamp states "seen by the State Secrotaiy")
Wagner relates that requests have been received both
from the Sv/iss and tho Swedes to lot specified numbers of

Hungarian Jews immigrate. The Swiss legation oven indicated
that the enemy powers vrould be willing, if nocessaiy, to
permit 2,000 detained Reich Germans return to GoiTiiany,
Hum

y-t

m

J

my

^

•

—

nowGver, he suggests to

"delay the answer to these two interventions
uabdl the question of the treatraent of tho Jews

v^vvaining in Hung:iry has definitely boon solved.

3716

nG 4985
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s6 September 1944
to 17 October 1944

Anumber of memoranda on anti-Jewish measures carried
out in Hungary, submitted by VEESEM:iER to the German
Foreign Office.

aiccor^g to larbach's remark on the document it ha.s been
suhinitted to State Secretary STEENCIIACHT.

^•-3758

NG 4986
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20 October 1944

Telegrmn from Ribbentrop to VEESEWIL.IER on the enforcement
iueasures in Hungary, The telegram is

SUiQ
Se-aed
mtter". rocoived
Since itcopy
is afor
secret
telegram
otate Secretary
STEENGRACIIT
information.

1828

315^

Doc.Bk. 62 A

24 October 1944

VSS3ENli;jffiR to Ribbentrop, distributed to

fEimwSDCBFF, giving tho full text of a note

noliv,.
• Hungary.
Hungarian Foreign llinistor on Gorman Jewish
policy on
contains a detailed statement on tho Reich's

Lnii
^ regard to tho solution of the Jewish
^ Hungary and admonishes the Hung-orians for
In^f
^ . fulfillment of. their agreements
m "onis respect .
..

•

.
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14 November 44

(a) TolGgram from Vfognor to VEESENii'i.YER, informing Mn
that the Swiss request transit visas for S^OOO
while arrangements have been made only for 7^000,

(B) To this VEESENii'.yER replies a day later that the

total of 8,000 Jews comprises probably the 7^000
adults whose departure was permitted by the Fuehrer

and 1,000 children the decision about whom is still
pending♦

(C) However, on 25 November, STEENGIbiCHT and Wagner are
informed that Ribbentrop wishes

"to delay the matter for the time being
and not to reply at present to the note
of the Svriss embassy**."

Ex* 1^1

' ICt 3C23

Doc,Bk» 62 A

16 November 1944

V/agnor telegraphs the following to VEESENilxlER:
"On "ohG instructions of the Reich Foreign llinistcr
J ask you bo inforriL tlTe Hungarians verbally that we
wish to advise them against recognizing further
protective passports issued to Hungarian Jews beyond

the previously approved quota, as this would only
cause great problems and it can h.ardly be o2q)octcd
that this will make the neutral states more willing
to recognize the Hungarian Govomment."

Ex. 3717

NG 49S7
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21 November 1944

A series of telegrams from VEESEMIviJER to Goi-man Foreign

Office on anti-Jevfish measures (deportations, ostablishnent

of ghettos, etc.) in Hungary. The telegrams bear
VEESEKii'iYER's typewritten signature.

As a secret telegram State Secretary STEENQIACHT was informed.
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